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Abstract
The four-eclipse method was used by pre-Ptolemaic astronomers,
especially Hipparchus, for finding the lunar period in anomaly. It is
described by Ptolemy in A/magest IV.2 where he adds new considerations
to be fulfilled in order to obtain a correct period in anomaly. Jabir b.
Aflab, who lived in early twelfth-century al-Andalus, considers this
method in his I$/a/:t a/-Majistl. In his opinion, Ptolemy did not understand
the conditions stated by the ancients. Jiibir b. Aflah provides a complete
set of conditions that makes Ptolemy's additions to the method
unnecessary. In any case, the method presented by Jabir b. Aflah is more
coherent and elegant from a mathematical point of view that Ptolemy's.

Prolegomena

Jabir b. Aflah was an Andalusian mathematician and astronomer, probably
from Seville, whose work dates from the first part of the 12th century. His
most notable achievement was the book I$/a/:t a/-Majistlor Correction of
the A/magest, in which he rewrote the A/magest to simplify its
mathematics. He also introduced some criticisms of the original A/magest,
although these were mainly from a mathematical perspective. In this paper
we intend to study the first of these criticisms as they are listed in the
introduction to the I$/a/:t a/-Majistl. This criticism focuses on the four
eclipse method used by ancient astronomers to find the lunar period in
anomaly, as described by Ptolemy. This is a main point in Ptolemy's
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description of the lunar theory since all his developments are based in this
period initially found by Hipparchus. Even though, this issue has deserved
little attention in secondary bibliography.' We will fust describe the
mathematical functions involved in this method. We will then present the
method as described by Ptolemy. Lastly, we will consider the criticisms
made by Jiibir b. Aflab in which he shows that Ptolemy did not state the
conditions required clearly. This is followed by a translation of this section
of the J~lab al-Majistl from the two Arabic versions and a working edition
from the three existing Arabic manuscripts in Arabic script.

1. Notation

The following notation is used in this paper. Otherwise stated, it applies to
both Sun and Moon.

a Angle of anomaly
A Longitude
A Mean longitude

~ Longitude at epoch
AA Apogee longitude
co Angular motion
a Acceleration in longitude
A Apogee point
c Equation of anomaly
e Eccentricity
i An integer number
k Solar true anomaly
k Solar mean anomaly
M Mesogee point
P Perigee point
,. Radius of the epicycle
R Radius of the lunar deferent and radius of the solar eccentric
t Time
T Period of the anomaly
v True motion in longitude
v Mean motion in longitude
Va Motion in longitude due to the anomaly

I As far as I know, only Neugebauer considers it in O. eugebauer [1975], A HistOlY of
AI/ciel/t Mathematical Astronomy, 3 vols., Berlin - Heidelberg - New Yark, pp. 71-3
[henceforth referred to as HAMA].
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2. Functions

Before studying the work of Ptolemy and Jabir b. Aflal). on the four-eclipse
method for finding the lunar anomaly period, some introductory
information is required. Given that Jabir b. Aflal). bases his description of
the method on the first lunar model and considers the lunar equation of
anomaly and the lunar motion in anomaly, we shall describe these three
functions in order to understand Jabir b. Aflal).'s criticism of Ptolemy. It is
also important to explain the solar equation as Ptolemy considers its effect
on the four-eclipse method.

2.1 Lunar equation of anomaly

Vid. Figure 1. Let AM,PM2 be an epicycle with centre H and radius r
where A is the apogee, P is the perigee, M, and M2 are the points at which
the true lunar motion equals its mean motion - from now on we will refer
to these points as the mesogee. This epicycle moves along a deferent with
radius R and centre Z, the centre of the ecliptic. Let the Moon be on L, so
that the angle LAHL is the anomaly of the epicycle (a) and the angle
LAZL is the equation of anomaly (c).

Figure 1. Equation ofanomaly (c)

The lunar true longitude, 'A, will be

'A=vt-c+Ao (1)
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where v is the lunar mean motion in longitude, Ao is the lunar longitude at
initial conditions and t is time. From Figure 1 we can conclude that c is

. .
rsma rsma

c =arctan =arcsen (2)
R + r cos a .JR 2 + r 2 + 2Rr cos a

which is represented in Figure 2 assuming the values given by Ptolemy for
rand R - that is, r = 6;20P and R = 60P

. Given that U = 0) t + ao where 0) is
the lunar angular motion on its epicycle and Uo is the lunar anomaly at
initial conditions, c will be

r sin(mt + a o) . r sin(mt + a o)
c = arctan-- _._~---_.-= arcsm (3)

R+rcos(mt+ao) ~R2 +r 2 +2Rrcos(mt+ao)
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Figure 2. Equation of anomaly as a function of the anomaly

This is a periodic function with T = 360° / 0) and inherits the symmetry of
the sinus function: that is, a 2-fold rotational symmetry about a centre 0. =

0° or 0. = 180°, so that

C (0.) = - c (i360° - 0.) (4)

for each integer number i. In addition, given that the arcsine of x is zero
whenever x is zero, c will be zero whenever sin 0. is zero. Therefore, c = 0
for 0. = 0°, the apogee, and 0. = 180°, the perigee.
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2.2 Lunar motion in anomaly

In order to obtain the lunar true motion in longitude, v, we have to obtain
the time variation of the lunar longitude in (1). That is,

vet) = v - v.(t) (5)

where v. is the lunar motion in longitude due to the anomaly, i.e. the time
variation of the lunar equation of anomaly. Therefore,

v (t) =~ = co r 2 + Rr cos a
a dt R 2 +r 2 +2Rrcosa

(6)

which is represented in Figure 3 assuming Ptolemaic values for rand R.
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Figure 3. Lunar motion in longitude due to the anomaly (va) normalized by the lunar
angular motion on its epicycle (co)

As we can see, v. has a maximum at the apogee, a = 0°, and a minimum at
the perigee, a = 180°, but Iv.1 is greater at the perigee than at the apogee.
As above, this is a periodic function with T = 360° / ill but with mirror
symmetry about a centre a = 0° or a = 180°. Therefore,

v. (a) = v. (i360° - a) (7)

for each integer number i. The zero values of v. are found for
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(8)

provided that R > r. The anomalies that satisfy (8) are (XI =

96;3,33,1,53,32° and (X2 = 263;56,26,58,6,27° and correspond to the
anomalies of both mesogees (points M I and M2 of Figure 1), these being
the points at which the equation of anomaly is greater and the lunar true
motion is equal to its mean motion, v = v.

2.3 Lunar acceleration

The lunar acceleration in longitude, a, is only due to its anomaly and can
be obtained as the time variation of the lunar motion in longitude. Then,
the acceleration function is

(
.) d v 2 Rr(r 2 - R 2 )sin a

at =-=co
dt (R 2 +r 2 +2Rrcosay

(9)

and is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Lunar acceleration in longitude normalized by the quadrant of lunar angular
motion in its epicycle (m)

As above, being a function of the anomaly, the acceleration is a periodic
function with T = 360° / co. This function also inherits the symmetry of the
sinus function and therefore has 2-fold rotational symmetry about a centre
(X = 0° or (X = 180°. Therefore,
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a (a) =- a (i360° - a) (10)

for each integer number i. It can be proved that the anomalies a, =

112;43,11,35,9,340 and a2 = 247;16,48,24,50,250 are the solutions to the
equation

2rRcos2 a - (/ + R2
) cos a -4rR = 0 (11)

These solutions render the derivative of the acceleration void and therefore
indicate the anomalies in which the minimum and maximum acceleration
is found.

In summary, from the above analysis of the equation of anomaly and
the motion in anomaly functions, the anomaly can be divided into four
sectors depending on whether the equation of anomaly, the motion in
anomaly and the acceleration are positive or negative. This is shown in the
following table:

Sectors of anomaly defined by c, Vu and a

Sector Arc Initial anomaly c v. a

S, AM, 00 + + +

S2 MIP 96;3,33,1,53,320 + - +

S3 PM2 1800 - - -

S4 M2A 263;56,26,58,6,270 - + -

2.4 Solar equation of anomaly

Vid. Figure 5. Let APS be an eccenter with centre M and radius R where
A is the apogee and P is the perigee. Let Z be the centre of the ecliptic and
e = MZ, the eccentricity. Let the Sun be on S, so that the angle LAZS is
the true anomaly (k), the angle LAMS is the mean anomaly (k ) and the
angle LZSM is the solar equation (c).

Given that the eccentric model is a particular instance of the epicycle
model, as shown in Figure 6 where IT represents the position of the Sun or
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the Moon, the next set of equivalences can be established: 2 c is either the
solar equation of anomaly or the lunar equation of anomaly, R is either the
deferent radius or the eccenter radius for R = ZH = MIl, the epicycle
radius is equivalent to the eccentricity, r == e, and the lunar anomaly is
equivalent to the solar mean anomaly, a == k.
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Figure 5. Solar equation of anomaly (c) Figure 6. Correspondence between the
epicycle and the eccentric model

Therefore, from (2) the solar equation (c) is obtained as

esink . esink
c =arctan =arcsm (12)

R+ecosk .JR2 +e2 +2Recosk

Assuming the Ptolemaic values for e and R (e = 2;30P whenever R = 60P),

the solar equation is as shown in Figure 7.

2 Cf. Qtto Neugebauer [1959], "The Equivalence of Eccentric and Epicyc1ic Motion
according to Appolonius", Scripta Mathematica, Vol. 24 (1959), pp. 5-21 [reprint in
Qtto Neugebauer [1983], Astronomy and History. Selected Essays, New York, pp. 335
351]; HAMA, pp. 56-7.
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Figure 7. Solar equation (c) as a function of the solar mean anomaly (k)

This is a periodical function with T = 360° / 0) and inherits the symmetry
of the function: that is, a 2-fold rotational symmetry about a centre k = 0°
or k = 180°. Therefore,

c (k) = - c (i360° - k) (13)

for any integer number i. Finally, the anomalies of the maximum and
minimum equations - i.e. those corresponding to the solar mesogees 
obtained from the equivalences applied to (8) are k l = 92;26,8,53 and k2 =

267;33,51,6. We can obtain the solar longitude from the solar mean
anomaly by considering that

where is AA the longitude of the apogee, and

k=k-c

(14)

(15)

3. Ptolemy on the four-eclipse method for finding the lunar anomaly
period in longitude

3.1 Introduction

Ptolemy briefly introduces the four-eclipse method for finding the lunar
anomaly period used by ancient astronomers - mainly Hipparchus and the
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Babylonian astronomers - in Almagesl IV.2.3 He also adds new conditions
to the method, although they do not change the final values given by
Hipparchus. His main aim in presenting the four-eclipse method is to
support the correction of Hipparchus' final results so that he could
consider them while developing the lunar models. It must be underlined
that, at this point in his work, Ptolemy has not yet provided a lunar model.
Consequently, he does not refer directly to anomalies in his discussion.
Instead, they are considered implicitly through lunar observed speeds. In
any case, some of the statements made provide sufficient evidence to
assume that he has the first lunar model in mind. For the sake of clarity we
will base the discussion throughout this paper on the first lunar model,
following the strategy adopted by Neugebauer.4 Ptolemy describes the
four-eclipse method as follows:

"Hence the ancient astronomers, with good reason, tried to find
some period in which the moon's motion in longitude would
always be the same, on the grounds that only such a period
could produce a return in anomaly. So they compared
observations of lunar eclipses (for reasons mentioned above),
and tried to see whether there was an interval, consisting of an
integer number of months, such that, between whatever points
one took that interval of [true synodic] months, the length in
time was always the same, and so was the motion [of the
moon] in longitude, [i.e.] either the same number of integer
revolutions, or the same number of revolutions and the same
arc". 5

The ancient eclipse method is therefore based on comparing at least two
intervals of the lunar motion along the ecliptic determined in each case by
pairs of lunar eclipses. Consequently, at least four eclipses are needed. The
method is as follows: given two lunar eclipses, El and E2, which take place
in longitudes A.I and A.2 and at times I 1 and 12, an increment in the lunar
longitude (~A.21) and a time interval (~/21) are defined. In order to verify

3 G..l. Toomer [1984], Ptolemy's Almagest, London, pp. 174-9 [henceforth referred to as
PtA].

4 er HAMA, pp. 71-3.

5 er PtA, 175.
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that 11(2\ = nT, the ancient astronomers considered a second pair of
eclipses, E3 and E4, that define a second increment in longitude (111..43 ) and
a second time interval (11(43). Therefore, the following conditions must be
fulfilled:

• both increments in longitude must be equal - 111..,43 = 111..,21

• both time intervals must be equal - M 43 = M 2\

Given these conditions, they conclude that 11(43 = 11(2\ = nT. Once it was
determined that the interval M 21 contained an integer number (n) of returns
in the anomaly, they divided this interval by the number of returns
enclosed in the interval and obtained the period of the anomaly, T. This is
how Ptolemy presents the four-eclipse method as understood by the
ancient astronomers.

After discussing the values obtained by Hipparchus, Ptolemy discusses
the existence of certain positions of the Sun and the Moon that must be
taken into account during the eclipses so that mistakes are not made when
obtaining the lunar period in anomaly. He deals first with the Sun.

Figure 8. Equal increments of the mean anomaly, I1k43 = I1kZb that not produce equal
increments of longitude, I1k43 = I1kzl .
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3.2 Positions of the Sun that provide equal increments in longitude
from equal time intervals

It should be noted that the conditions added by Ptolemy simply serve to
make explicit the method described by the ancient astronomers and can
therefore be considered derived from it. They are not corrections of the
original method but merely clarifications. Ptolemy first considers two
equal time intervals determined from two pairs of eclipses. This produces
two equal increments of the solar mean anomaly for k = ill t + ko, where ill

is the solar angular motion. However, Ptolemy states that with two equal
increments of the solar mean anomaly we can only infer equal increments
of the solar longitude in some particular situations.

Ptolemy describes four situations in which equal time intervals, and
therefore equal increments of the mean anomaly, produce equal
increments of longitude:

• H[ I] [The Sun] must complete an integer number of revolutions [in
both intervals]; or

• [2] traverse the semi-circle beginning at the apogee over one
interval and the semi-circle beginning at the perigee over the
other; or

• [3] begin from the same point [of the ecliptic] in each interval; or
• [4] be the same distance from the apogee (or perigee) at the first

eclipse of one interval as it is at the second eclipse of the other
interval, [but] in the other side.,,6

The first situation is immediately clear since if the Sun has completed an
integer number of revolutions the anomaly plays no part and the longitude
traversed during the two equal time intervals is only due to its mean
motion. Therefore, both increments of longitude are equal.

The second situation is a specific case within the fourth situation, so the
two will be considered together.

The third situation is also clear if we consider that each solar mean
anomaly corresponds to an equal longitude, provided that the longitude of
the solar apogee (AA) does not change significantly during the interval.?

6 As translated by Toomer in PtA, p. 177.

7 Ptolemy did not mention the motion of the lunar apogee.
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Therefore, if the longitude of the initial eclipse for both intervals is the
same, and given that the time intervals are equal, the longitude of the final
eclipse for both intervals will be the same. That is, if A3 = Ab then A4 = A2
and L1A43 = L1AZ1.

To determine the fourth situation, we must first know that, from (14),
L1A = L1k provided that the longitude of the solar apogee (AA) does not
change during the interval. Given that during two equal time intervals 
L1t43 = L1tz l - the increments of the solar mean anomaly are also equal 
L1k43 = L1k2 ! - we can consider from (15) that L1A43 - L1A21 = L1Czl - L1C43. As
a result, the equation L1A43 = L1A21 is equivalent to the equation L1C43 = L1C21.
Therefore,

(16)

Whenever two increments in the equation relating to two equal time
intervals are equal, the increments of longitude are also equal.

This situation indicates that the mean anomaly of the initial eclipse for
one interval and the mean anomaly of the final eclipse for the other (and
vice versa) are symmetrical with respect to the apsidalline. In other words,
k l = i360° - k4 and kz = i360° - k3, where i is any integer number.
Therefore, from (13) - C (k) =- C (i360° - k) - we can conclude that

C4 = c(k4) =- c(i360° - k4 ) =- c(k l ) =- Cl
C3 = c(k3) =- c(i360° - k3) = - c(kz) =- Cz

Therefore,

From (16) we can conclude that L1A43 = L1AzI.
The second situation is a particular instance of the fourth for values k1 =

k4= 0° and kz = k3= 180° or, alternatively, k l = k4= 180° and kz = k3= 0°.

3.3 Positions of the Moon that invalidate the method

After discussing the solar positions, Ptolemy then points out certain lunar
positions that must be avoided in order to obtain the true lunar period in
anomaly. In these situations, it is possible for the Moon to cover arcs of
equal longitude in equal times but without completing an integer number
ofretums in anomaly. To quote Toomer's translation, these situations are:
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• "[ 1] If in both intervals the Moon starts from the same speed
(either both increasing or both decreasing), but does not return to
that speed; or

• [2] if in one interval it starts from its greatest speed and ends at its
least speed, while in the other interval it starts from its least speed
and ends at its greatest speed; or

• [3] if the distance of [the position of] its speed at the beginning of
one interval is the same distance from the [position of] greatest or
least speed as [the position of] its speed at the end of the other
interval, [but] on the other side."s

With respect to the above quotation, it should be pointed out that although
Ptolemy describes these situations by referring to speeds - that is,
observed data - the expression "on the other side" in the third situation
indicates that he has devised a model, as Toomer suggests.9 These three
situations are to some extent equivalent to three of the four situations
presented for the Sun. The missing fourth lunar situation is equivalent to
the first solar situation mentioned and is in fact the one that verifies the
method. That is, in two equal time intervals, the Moon completes an
integer number ofretums in its anomaly. Since this is the desired situation,
Ptolemy does not include it in his list of situations to be avoided for the
Moon.

The three situations Ptolemy describes for the Moon ensure that

':11t43 = 11t21

':11A43 = 11A21

:.11U43 = 11U21
However, equal increments of anomaly do not imply that 11t43 = M21 = nT.

The first lunar situation that Ptolemy states must be avoided is
equivalent to the third solar situation mentioned above. Ptolemy states that
whenever the motion of the first eclipse for both intervals is the same and
the two time intervals are equal, the corresponding increments in
longitude, although equal, do not imply a return in anomaly.

8 Cf. PtA, p. 177.

9 Cf. ibidem n. 15.
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Firstly, Ptolemy considers the starting motion of the Moon to be the
same in both intervals "either both increasing or both decreasing". From
(7) we know that whenever two different anomalies - aa and ab- imply the
same speed in anomaly, va(aa) = va(ab), it must be the case that ab = 360° 
aa' However, from (l0) we know for the previous anomalies - aa and ab,
from which ab = 360° - aa - that whenever the acceleration of one is
positive, the acceleration for the other is negative: a (aa) = - a (ab)'
Therefore, when Ptolemy states that both motions must be either both
increasing or both decreasing, he is assuming that the starting anomalies of
both intervals are the same: that is, a, = a3. Under this condition, whenever
the initial anomalies of both intervals are the same (a, = a3) equal time
intervals (.6.{43 = M 2 ,) imply equal increments in longitude (L'1A43 = L'1A2')
and anomaly (L'1U43 = L'1U2')' Consequently, the two intervals are exactly the
same. Therefore, as stated for this first situation, whenever the final lunar
motion in both intervals is different to its initial motion, the intervals do
not contain an integer number of returns in anomaly, even though the
increments in longitude and anomaly relative to both intervals are equal.

The second situation Ptolemy describes is a particular instance of the
third, so we shall begin by studying this third situation. The third solar
situation is similar to the fourth lunar situation described. In this third solar
situation, Ptolemy points out the symmetry with respect to the apsidalline,
as in the lunar situation. The only difference is that the description of the
solar situation was based on anomalies, whereas speeds are used for the
lunar situation. This situation states that the speed of the initial eclipse for
one interval and the speed of the final eclipse for the other (and vice versa)
are symmetrical with respect to the points of maximum and minimum
motion - i.e. the perigee and the apogee respectively - that determine the
apsidalline. From (7) - Va (a) = Va (i360° - a) - we know that

Va (a4) = Va (i360° - a4 ) = Va (al)
Va (a3) = Va (i360° - a3 ) = Va (a2)'

Therefore, the anomalies that Ptolemy indicates, although now referring to
speeds, are a, = i360° - a4 and a2 = i360° - a3, where i is any integer
number. Once we know the anomalies, from (4) - c (a) = - c (i360° - a)
we can conclude that

C4 = c (a4) = - c (i360° - a4 ) = - c (a,) = - C,

C3 = c (a3) = - c (i360° - a3 ) = - c (a2) = - C2
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Therefore, ~A43 = ~A21' In this situation we can have equal increments in
longitude and anomaly for any pair of time intervals, provided that they
are equal in duration. Hence these time intervals do not have to include an
integer number of returns in anomaly.

The second situation is a particular instance of the third, in which
Ptolemy refers to an interval that begins at the greatest lunar speed and
ends at its least speed, while the other begins at its least speed and ends at
its greatest speed. The anomalies for these speeds are (Xl = (X4 = 0° and (X2 =
(X3 = 180° or, alternatively, (Xl = (X4 = 180° and (X2 = (X3 = 0°, hence they
represent a particular instance ofthe third situation.

3.4 Best selection of eclipses

In short, these are the situations Ptolemy describes in which, for two equal
time intervals, and although both increments in longitude and increments
in anomaly are equal, the increments in anomaly do not contain an integer
number of returns in anomaly. To correct this problem, Ptolemy considers
eclipses in which the discrepancy in longitude between two intervals takes
the greatest possible value when they do not contain an integer number of
returns in anomaly. IQ He considers two situations in which the initial lunar
motions for each interval differ greatly either 'in size' or 'in potency',
which therefore provide us with an easy indication whenever the time
intervals do not contain an integer number of returns in anomaly.

In referring to a great difference 'in size', Ptolemy means that the Moon
in one interval begins at its least speed, while the Moon in the other begins
at its greatest speed. He is therefore considering the simple concept of
speed or velocity. He also remarks that the final motion of an interval
cannot be the opposite of that from which it begins. That is, if for one
interval the Moon begins at its maximum speed, it cannot finish at its
minimum speed, and vice versa. This ensures that the second of the lunar
situations mentioned above is avoided. So from (5) and (6), in one interval
the Moon must begin from the perigee - that is, the point of the anomaly
with the greatest speed - while in the other it must begin from the apogee

10 ef. PtA, p. 178.
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- that is, the point of the anomaly with the least speed. Under these
conditions, if the Moon begins from the apogee, it can finish close to one
of the two mesogees or close to the apogee; while if the Moon begins from
the perigee, it can finish close to one of the two mesogees or close to the
perigee. But when the Moon finishes close to the mesogees, the intervals
cannot contain an integer number of returns in anomaly, so it would in fact
be preferable for the error to be as great as possible so that it can be easily
identified. Whenever the Moon ends in one of the mesogees, having
started from the apogee or the perigee, the increment in longitude during
one time interval amounts to the maximum equation, either positive or
negative. Therefore, the difference between the two increments in
longitude amounts to twice the maximum equation. In order to prove this,
let aA , ap , aMI and aM2 be the anomalies of the lunar apogee and perigee
and of both mesogees, and let the time intervals ~t43 and ~t21 be equal.
Given (1) - that is, A = v t - c + Ao - and that the perigee and apogee
equations are void, the first increment in longitude that, for example,
begins from the apogee and ends in one mesogee is

while the second increment in longitude that, for example, begins from the
perigee and ends in a mesogee is

Therefore, the difference between both increments in longitude is

given that the equation of both mesogees is maximum, one positive and
the other negative, and provided that the time intervals are equal, ~t43 =

~t21' In conclusion, the difference is relatively large when the intervals do
not contain an integer number of returns in anomaly.

By referring to a great difference 'in potency' between the lunar speed
in both intervals, Ptolemy means that the Moon in both intervals begins at
its mean speed, "not, however, from the same mean speed, but from the
mean speed during the period of increasing speed at one interval, and from
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that during the period of decreasing speed at the other"." So although the
values for the initial speeds are the same - that is, the actual speeds are the
same - these speeds are potentially different to a maximum degree.
Ptolemy relates this potential difference to the fact that one of these speeds
is observed in a period with increasing speed while the other is observed in
a period with decreasing speed. Thus he takes into account whether the
speed is increasing or decreasing. These are time variations of speed and
are related to what we now call 'acceleration'. So the Ptolemaic concept
for acceleration seems to be this speed' in potentia', although not clearly
separated from the speed itself. This interpretation seems to agree with the
Almagest as the acceleration is almost maximum for both mesogees.

When the Moon begins from one mesogee, it can end incorrectly close
to the other mesogee, thus covering approximately two quadrants of the
anomaly; or incorrectly close to the apogee or the perigee, covering
approximately one or three quadrants of the anomaly; or correctly close to
the same mesogee and thus containing an integer number of returns in its
anomaly. Ptolemy first considers the Moon beginning with its mean speed
and covering one or three quadrants during the interva1.'2 In other words,
the Moon begins from one mesogee and ends in the apogee or the perigee,
covering one or three quadrants of the anomaly provided that the
mesogees are at 90° or 270° from the anomaly. This situation is similar to
the one considered above for maximum difference in size, but in this case
beginning from the mesogees and ending in the apogee or perigee.
Therefore, the difference between the increments in longitude due to equal
time intervals is equal to twice the maximum equation for

Ptolemy then considers the Moon beginning at its mean speed and
covering two quadrants during the interval. In other words, the Moon
begins from one mesogee and ends in the other mesogee, covering two
quadrants of the anomaly provided that the mesogees are at 90° or 270°
from the anomaly. Ptolemy states that this difference is equal to four times
the maximum equation, CM.x'

So let aM' and aM2 be the anomalies of both mesogees and let the time
intervals I:!..t43 and I:!..t21 be equal. Given (I) - A = v t - C + Ao - the first

11 Ibidem.

I:: This is another indication that Pto!emy was considering a model.
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increment in longitude that, for example, begins from the first mesogee
and ends in the second mesogee is

while the second increment in longitude that, for example, begins from the
second mesogee and ends in the first mesogee is

Therefore, the difference between both increments in longitude is

given that the equation of both mesogees is maximum, one positive and
the other negative, and provided that the time intervals are equal, 6.t43 =

6.t21. Consequently, the difference when the intervals do not contain an
integer number of returns in anomaly is actually greater than for the
maximum difference in size. These are Ptolemy's considerations on the
four-eclipse method used by the ancient astronomers to find the lunar
anomaly period.

4. Jabir b. Atlal}. on the four-eclipse method for finding the lunar
anomaly period in longitude

4.1 Introduction

After Ptolemy, Thabit b. Qurra (836-931) also studied the four-eclipse
method. The method was the subject of his treatise On the motion of the
two luminaries which has been edited by Regis Morelon. 13 Though Thabit
b. Qurra tries to systematize the four-eclipse method in this text in order to
clarify it, he does not improve the method, as Jabir b. Aflab does. In any
case, Jabir b. Aflab knew of Thabit b. Qurra, and wrote two commentaries

13 Thiibit ibn Qurra, Oeuvres d'Astronomie. Text etabli et traduit par Regis Morelon, Paris,
1987, pp. 85-92. Cr. also pp. LXXX-XCII for the introductory study. The title of this text
is Fllcjii/:t al-wahj alladhl dhakara Batlamiyiis anna bihi istakhraja man taqaddamuhu
maslriit al-qamar al-dawriyya wa-hiya al-mustawiya.
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on two of the latter's minor mathematical treatises. 14 Therefore, he may
have known the treatise we have just mentioned. Nonetheless, Jabir b.
Afla1).'s improvements are not based on Thabit b. Qurra, since his
criticisms do not appear in this short text.

Jabir b. Afla1).15 studies the Ptolemaic lunar models in the fourth book or
maqala of his I$la/:l al-Majistl. In the initial part of this book, Jabir b. Afla1).
presents the four-eclipse method for determining the lunar anomaly
period. As he states in his introduction, the I$la/:l al-Majistl is a reedited
version of the Almagest in which he considers only the theoretical contents
of the Almagest, introduces some additional demonstrations and corrects
some of Ptolemy's statements.

14 See RP. Lorch [200 I], Thiibit ibn Qurra, On the Sector-Figure and Related Texts.
Edited with Translation and Commentaly, Frankfurt am Main, pp. 387-90.

15 On Jiibir b. Aflab, see RP. Lorch [1975], "The Astronomy of Jiibir b. Aflab", Centaurus,
Vo!. 19, pp. 85-107, which is an abridgement of his doctoral thesis read at Manchester
University in 1971: Jiibir ibn Afla/:t and his Influence in the West. Lorch has written other
papers on the work of Jiibir b. Aflab, such as R.P. Lorch [1976], "The Astronomical
Instruments of Jabir ibn Aflab and the Torquetum", Centaurus, Vo!. 20, pp. 11-34
[reprint in R.P. Lorch [1995a], Arabic Mathematical Sciences: Instruments, Text,
Transmission, Aldershot, XVI]; RP. Lorch [1995c], "Jiibir ibn Aflab and the
Establishment of Trigonometry in the West" in Lorch (1 995a), VIII; RP. Lorch [1995b],
'The Manuscripts of Jabir's Treatise" in Lorch (l995a), VII; R.P. Larch [200 Ib], Thiibit
ibn Qurra, On the Sector-Figure and Related Texts. Edited with Translation and
Commentmy, Frankfurt am Main, pp. 387-90. Other scholars have also studied
additional points on Jiibir b. Aflab, such as N.M. Swerdlow [1987], "Jiibir ibn Aflab's
interesting method for finding the eccentricities and direction of the apsidal line of
superior planets" in D.A. King and G. Saliba (eds.) [1987], From Deferent to Equant. A
Volume of Studies in the History of Science in the Ancient and Medieval Near East in
Honour ofE.s. Kennedy, New York, pp. 501-12; H. H. Hugonnard-Roche [1987], "La
theorie astronomique seIon Jiibir ibn Af1ab", in G. Swarup, A.K. Bag and K.S. Shukla
(1987), History of Oriental Astronomy. Proceedings of an International Astronomical
Union Colloquium n° 91 (1985), Cambridge, pp. 207-8; J. Sams6 [2001], "Ibn al
Haytham and Jiibir b. Aflab's Criticism of Ptolemy's Determination of the Parameters of
Mercury", Suhayl, Vo!. 2 (2001); and my own Ph.D. thesis read at the University of
Barcelona: J. Bellver, Criticas a Ptolomeo en el s. Xll: El caso del I~liib al-Mayisn de
Yabir b. Afla/:t. There are some abridgements of Jiibir b. Af1ab's I.$la/:t al-Majist!, for
example in M. Delambre [1819], Histoire de l'Astronomie du Moyen Age, Paris, 1819
[reprint New Yark - London, 1965] pp. 179-85; M. Cantor, Vorlesungen libel'
Geschichte del' Mathematik, vol. 2 Vom Jahre 1200 bis zum Jahre 1668, 2" ed. (Leipzig,
1900; reprint New York - Stuttgart, 1965), p. 404; P. Duhem [1913-1959], Systeme du
monde, 10 vols., Paris, Vo!. Il, p. 172; G. Sarton [1927-48], Introduction to the History
of Science, 3 vols., Baltimore, Vo!. Il, p. 206; F.J. Carmody [1952b], Al-Bitriijf, De
Motibus Celorum, Berkeley and Los Angeles, pp. 29-32; J. Sams6 [1992], Las ciencias
de los antiguos en al-Andalus, Madrid, pp. 317-320 and 326-330.
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As Lorch has pointed out, there are two Arabic versions of the ]!$Iab al
Majisti. J6 Basing his work on the in-depth study of Jiibir b. Aflal).'s
trigonometry, Lorch mentioned the existence of two versions of the ]!$Iab
al-Majisti which differ in certain sections, such as the trigonometric
introduction. These two Arabic versions were the one extant in Ms. Berlin
5653, which was translated by Gerard of Cremona, and the one preserved
in Mss. Escorial 910 and Escorial 930. Although the content of the
trigonometric section differs in the two versions, there are other sections
of the ]!$Iab al-Majisti in which Ms. Escorial 930 follows the Ms. Berlin
5653 version. This is the case of the section of the ]!$Iab al-Majis(f dealing
with the four-eclipse method. From indications in the text, we now assume
that the version of Ms. Berlin 5653 is the one that is closer to Jiibir b.
Aflal).'s original. We will see later in this paper that, on this point at least,
Ms. Escorial 910 seems to depend on material from the Ms. Berlin 5653
version. In any case, the ideas presented in the two versions are almost the
same: the versions differ mainly in the order adopted and, to some extent,
the terminology used.

Following the work of Ptolemy, Jiibir b. Aflal). first mentions the
difficulty of finding the true lunar longitude due to the lunar parallax. This
problem can be solved by using lunar eclipses. He then shows that the
lunar motion values are not related to particular longitudes. Instead, for
any particular longitude, the true lunar motion can be any value between
its maximum and minimum. Next, Jiibir b. Aflal). assumes the existence of
a particular lunar orbit along which the Moon's motion takes place. The
two versions differ on this point. The Berlin manuscript refers to this orbit
as the al-falak al-khii.s!$ or 'particular orbit', while the Escorial 910
manuscript calls it the falak al-tadwir or 'epicycle', thus basing its
description on the first as yet undescribed lunar model. The Berlin
manuscript is therefore closer to the Almagest, as it does not at this point
refer to this orbit as an epicycle. It infers four significant points from the
lunar motion (nuqta, pI. nuqat) that belong to the particular lunar orbit,
while the Escorial 910 manuscript deduces the lunar motion from the
significant points of the epicycle such as the apogee (al-bu'd al-ab'ad), the
perigee (al-bu'd ai-ab'ad) and both mesogees (al-majiiz al-awsat).

16 R.P. Lorch [1975], pp. 88-90.
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4.2 The sectors of the Moon

.T. Bellver

Jiibir b. Aflal) therefore considers four points related to lunar motion: one
for the Moon's maximum motion (the perigee of its particular orbit); one
for its minimum motion (the apogee of its particular orbit); and two for its
true motion when this is the same as its mean motion (the mesogees of its
particular orbit). These last two points differ in that one is part of an
increasing motion interval and the other is part of a decreasing motion
interval.

These four si9nificant points divide the lunar orbit into four sectors
(qit'a, pI. qita'): 1

• The one from the Moon's fastest motion to its mean motion. The
lunar motion (I:zaraka) in this sector is fast but decreasing (sur'at
mutaniiqi$a).

• The one from its mean motion to its slowest. The lunar motion in
this sector is slow and decreasing (buttt' mutaniiqi$).

• The one from its slowest motion to its mean motion. The lunar
motion in this sector is slow but increasing (butii' mutaziiyid).

• The one from its mean motion to its fastest. The lunar motion in
this sector is fast and increasing (sur'at mutaziiyida).

Jiibir b. Aflal) points out that whenever we know the lunar speed and
whether it is increasing or decreasing, we will know where the Moon is in
its particular orbit. Jabir b. Aflal) therefore considers two aspects of lunar
speed: its actual value and its potential value - or, in our terminology, its
acceleration. IS

4.3 Jabir b. Aflal) 's conditions for the four-eclipse method

The method is almost the same as the one presented by Ptolemy. It is
based on two pairs of lunar eclipses that determine two intervals. Jiibir b.

17 The sector theory has a long tradition in Islamic astronomy. For a brief history of the
sector theory and its introduction in al-AndaJus, especially in Ibn Mu'adh's Tabulae
Jahell, see J. Sams6 [1996], "AI-BIriinI in al-Andalus" in .T. Casulleras and J. Sams6
(eds.) [1996], From Baghdad to Barcelona. Studies in the Islamic Exact Sciences in
Honour ofPro! Juan Vernet, 2 vols., Barcelona, pp. 583-612.

18 In a forthcoming paper I will discus this issue at length.
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Aflab states that the intervals must fulfil a set of conditions in order to
contain an integer number of lunar returns in its anomaly, which are the
conditions originally stated by Ptolemy and two additional ones. Given
two pairs of eclipses, E1-E2 and E3-E4, that define two increments in the
lunar longitude, L1A.21 and L1A.43, and two time intervals, L1t21 and L1t43 , the
conditions Ptolemy considers are:

• both increments in longitude must be equal- L1A.43 = L1A.21
• both time intervals must be equal- L1t43 = L1t21

Jabir b. Aflab adds two new conditions based on the lunar speed for each
eclipse (Vi for each Ei):

• the lunar speeds of the initial and final eclipses of an interval must
be equal, i.e. VJ = V2 and V3 = V4

• the lunar speeds of the initial eclipses (and, therefore, of the final
eclipses) of both intervals must be different, i.e. VI "* V3 and V2"* V4

In the Berlin version, Jabir b. Aflab then states that these two additional
conditions are self-evident, since they are a logical consequence if they
have to provide us with a time interval that contains an integer number of
returns in anomaly:

Ptolemy mentioned this method from the ancient astronomers,
but he did not clearly state the conditions on these lunar
motions (J;arakiit) during the desired eclipses, as included here.
Nevertheless, although he did not state this directly, the
meaning itself (nafs a/-ma'no.) implies that these conditions are
required for the eclipses. Were it not as he described, it would
not be possible [for the Moon] to complete an integer number
of returns [in its anomaly].19

This can be clearly inferred as Jabir b. Aflab states that if the time
intervals must contain an integer number of returns in anomaly, where the
lunar speed is only a function of the lunar anomaly (a), as pointed out in
(5) and (6), the speed of the initial and final eclipses of an interval must be

19 Ms. Berlin 5653, 39r.
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the same. Similarly, in order to provide two different intervals for
verifying the lunar period in anomaly, the initial speeds of the two
intervals - and, therefore, the final speeds - must be different; otherwise,
both intervals would be the same and it would not be possible to verify the
period.

There are also points to be made in relation to the terminology used in
the two versions. In the text, we find two different terms for speed. The
first is /:1.araka, which is usually translated as 'motion'. It gives the actual
value of speed, although when dealing with time increments it can give the
increments in longitude in these time intervals. The second term is sayr,
which in Isl).aq b. Bunayn's translation of the Almagest - the one quoted
here by Jabir b. Aflal). - is usually associated with motions that may be
fast, medium or slow and vary over time, for example, fast and increasing
or fast and decreasing. Therefore, it can be given as 'variable speed',
which takes into account the concept of acceleration. The last term is
masfr, which always appears in relation to an ecliptic point with a given
variable speed.

These terms appear in both versions with the meanings explained
above. Nevertheless, there are occasions on which one manuscript uses
/:1.araka while the other uses sayr. For example, when describing the
additional conditions established by Jabir b. Aflal)., Ms. Berlin 5653 uses
/:1.araka whereas Ms. Escorial 930 uses sayr: on this occasion the version
of Ms. Escorial 910 uses sayr.

Demonstration

After describing the conditions that must be met as part of the method,
Ptolemy included a brief description of a demonstration. Jabir b. Aflal).
extends this demonstration but does so in more fonnal terms and with
consideration of all four conditions. He also bases it on an epicycle. This is
one of the situations mentioned by Jabir b. Aflal). in his introduction to the
1$ICi/:1. al-Majis(i, in which he provides additional demonstrations that do
not appear in the Almagest or clarifies those which are described only
briefly.

There are certain differences between the two versions relating to the
letters used and to the fact that Ms. Escorial 910 gives some examples that
do not appear in the Berlin version. We will summarize the demonstration
as it appears in the Berlin version. E" E2, E3 and E4 refer to first, second,
third and fourth eclipses.
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Figure 9: Ms. Berlin 39io

Let us consider Figure 9. The circle ABGD is the lunar epicycle with point
E as its centre. Point Z is the centre of the ecliptic. Point A is the apogee,
point G the perigee and points Band D are the mesogees. The Moon is at
El on point H and at E3 on point C. So, the following conditions apply:

• the lunar variable speed (sayr) of the initial and final eclipses of an
interval must be equal, i.e. VI = V2 and V3 = V4

• the lunar variable speed of the initial eclipses of both intervals
must be different, i.e. VI ;;t:. V3

• both increments in longitude must be equal, i.e. LiA43 = LiA21
• both time intervals must be equal, i.e. Lit43 = Lit21

Jiibir b. Aflab intends to prove that the Moon returns in E2 to exactly point
H (as in El) and in E4 exactly to point C (as in E3). To do so, he uses the
method of stating the opposite of what he wishes to prove. Therefore, he
considers that in E2 the Moon returns to point T (i.e. different to H) and in
E4 to point 0 (i.e. different to C). The demonstration is as follows:

20 In the manuscript, point C appears where point C' is now located. The sense of this is
clear when discussed further. However, in the present demonstration point C should be
where it is currently located.
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:.HT=CO

.: so v(H) ::j:. v(C) and veT) ::j:. v(O)

: . .6.AZI = .6.A(HT) > .6.Azl and .6.A43 = .6.A(CO) < .6.A43

where .6.Azl is the mean motion in the first time interval, .6.A43 is the mean
motion in the second, .6.A(HT) is the increment in longitude as the Moon
traverses from point H to point T, and .6.A(CO) is the increment in
longitude during the Moon traversing from point C to point O. However,

.: ,6.(43 = .6.(21

: . .6.A43 = .6.AZl

: . .6.A43 ::j:. .6.Azl because .6.A2I = .6.A(HT) > .6.AZI and .6.A43

.6.A(CO) < .6.A43

: . .6.A43 - .6.Az J = ± .6.C43 + .6.CZI from Cl), that is, A= v ( - C+ !co

where the sign depends on the semi-epicycle as determined by the apsidal
line the Moon is on. However, this violates the premise that both
increments in longitude during both equal time intervals must be equal.
Therefore, the supposition that v(H) ::j:. v(C) and veT) ::j:. v(O) is false.
Hence,

v(H) = v(C) and veT) = v(O)

This is the demonstration described by Jiibir b. Aflab as it appears in the
Berlin version, although there is the possibility that from v(H) ::j:. v(C) and
veT) ::j:. v(O) it can be concluded that .6.A43 = .6.AZI. This holds only when VJ

= v(H) = veT) = V3 and Vz = v(C) = v(O) = V4. However, Jiibir b. Aflab
clearly set the additional condition that the variable speeds of the initial
eclipses, VI and V3, must be different. Therefore, his final conclusion - that
VI = Vz and V3 = V4, provided that VI ::j:. V3 - is sufficient for the four-eclipse
method to vouch for the lunar anomaly period.

The Ms. Escorial 910 version extends the above demonstration to some
particular cases. Firstly, it considers separately whether the lunar anomaly
of the initial eclipses for both intervals is greater or smaller than that of the
final eclipses, although this does not alter the final conclusion. It also takes
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into account the possibility that the lunar eclipses are in the same semi
epicycle as determined by the apsidalline or in opposite ones.

4.4 Jabir b. Atlal;l's best eclipse-selection method

We mentioned above that in order to avoid the situations in which equal
increments in longitude during equal time intervals do not guarantee that
the time intervals include an integer number of returns in anomaly,
Ptolemy considered two different methods for selecting eclipses. In the
first, the difference between the initial variable speeds of each interval
must be as large as possible. Ptolemy described this as the 'maximum
difference in value' between initial speeds. This situation corresponds to
intervals in which one initial eclipse is close to the apogee and the other is
close to the perigee. In the second method, the difference between the
initial variable speeds in potency of each interval must be as large as
possible. Ptolemy described this as the 'maximum difference in potency'
between initial speeds. This situation corresponds to intervals in which the
initial eclipses are close to each mesogee.

Jiibir b. Aflab considers that the best method for selecting eclipses is the
one Ptolemy described as 'maximum difference in value', in which one
initial eclipses must be close to the apogee and the other close to the
perigee. For Jiibir b. Aflab, this is a reliable way of achieving the greatest
increments when there is no return in anomaly. In contrast, he criticizes
the selection described as 'maximum difference in potency'. We will
consider his criticisms in the next section.

The Berlin version places this section on the best method for selecting
eclipses just after the demonstration of the method, while the Ms. Escorial
910 version places it after Jiibir b. Aflab's criticisms of the lunar and solar
situations that must be considered. The other notable difference is that the
Berlin version quotes the Almagest at length,21 while the Ms. Escorial 910

. . . 22
verSIOn is more conCise.

4.5 Additional calculations

Having obtained the time interval that fulfils the conditions stated, Jiibir b.
Aflab then mentions some additional calculations in order to derive

21 Cf. Ms. B. fols. 39v-40v and infra p. 208 and ff.

22 Cf. Ms. Es I fols. 41 v-42r and infra p. 20 I and ff.
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different lunar periods (closely following material from Almagest IV.2 and
IV.3). The two versions differ in where they situate these additional
computations in the text, in the number and order of the variables derived
and whether these magnitudes are given.

In the Ms. Escorial 910 version, this section follows the demonstration
and precedes Jabir b. Aflal)'s criticisms of Ptolemy.23 Firstly, the lunar
anomaly period is obtained by dividing the time interval between one pair
of eclipses by the number of lunar returns in anomaly. This is not found in
the Berlin version, perhaps because it is obvious. The text continues with
the method for calculating other variables (although the final values are
not given) such as the arc of the epicycle traversed by the Moon in one
day; the mean synodic month; and the longitudes traversed by the Sun and
Moon during one mean month. 24

In the Berlin version, this is the last section devoted to the four-eclipse
method after Jabir b. Aflal)'s criticisms of Ptolemy.25 In this version, the
Ptolemaic values for the different variables are provided. The only
difference is found in the correction of the mean month, probably due to
al-I:Iajjaj, who gives 29;31;50,8,9,20 days instead of the Ptolemaic value
of 29;31 ;50,8,20 days.26 The lunisolar elongation in one day must be
added to the previous values given in the Ms. Escorial 910 version.

Jabir b. Aflal) also considers the lunar anomaly period in latitude?? The
two versions are almost identical on this point.28 The additional conditions
posited for the four eclipses in order to supply the anomaly period in
latitude are that

• the magnitudes of the initial and final eclipses of each interval
must be the same

• its obscured lunar sector to both the north and south must be the
same

23 Cr. Ms. Es I 41 r.

24 cr. Ms. Es ' 42r and infra p. 204.

25 Cr. Ms. B. 41r-4Iv.

26 Cr. 1.L. Mancha [2002-03], HA note on Copemicus' 'correction' of Pto1emy's mean
synodic month" in Suhayl, Yol.3 (2002-03), pp. 221-230.

27 Cr. PtA, p. 176.

28 Cr. Ms. Es 1 and Ms. B. 4Ir-4Iv.
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• they must be next to exactly the same node

Under these conditions, the lunar nodal distance for the initial and final
eclipse of one pair will be the same. Given two pairs of eclipses that meet
these conditions, the lunar anomaly period in latitude would be obtained.
The text adds the lunar anomaly period in latitude and the daily mean arc
in latitude traversed by the Moon to the different periods obtained in
longitude. All of these values are Ptolemaic.

4.6 On the positions of the Moon that invalidate the method

Ptolemy considers three situations that invalidate the four-eclipse method
since, even with equal time intervals and equal increments in longitude,
the time intervals do not contain an integer number of returns in anomaly.
These are

• "[1] If in both intervals the Moon starts from the same speed
(either both increasing or both decreasing), but does not return to
that speed;

• [2] if in one interval it starts from its greatest speed and ends at its
least speed, while in the other interval it starts from its least speed
and ends at its greatest speed;

• [3] if the distance of [the position of] its speed at the beginning of
one interval is the same distance from the [position of] greatest or
least speed as [the position of] its speed at the end of the other
interval, [but] on the other side.,,29

Jabir b. Aflab applies the two additional conditions - equal initial and final
speeds of a single interval and different initial speeds between intervals 
he considers in order to avoid the previous situations.

The first situation is nullified by the condition that the initial speeds
must be different, while the other two situations are nullified by the fact
that the initial and final speeds of an interval must be the same. In fact,
Jabir b. Aflab's criticism is not of an error committed by Ptolemy, for the
situations he states are derived from the conditions he originally suggests.
Rather, the criticism is based on the fact that Ptolemy did not state the two

29 ef. PtA, p. 177.
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additional conditions that were, as far as Jabir b. Aflab was concerned, self
evident.

There are also minor differences between the meanings expressed in the
two versions. The Berlin version is more concise, while the Ms. Escorial
910 redaction is clearer.

4.7 On the positions of the Sun that provide equal increments in
longitude from equal time intervals

Ptolemy states that increments of the solar anomaly during both intervals
must be equal. Therefore, the Sun must traverse equal arcs in its excenter
during equal time intervals.

Given that we are using lunar eclipses and that the increments in
longitude and the intervals are equal, the arcs traversed by the Sun during
equal time intervals must be the same since the Sun during the lunar
eclipses is in opposition to the Moon. Therefore, if the Moon traverses
equal increments in longitude during equal intervals, so must the Sun. We
can see, then, that the four situations stated by Ptolemy are derived from
the two conditions he suggested. As above, this is not a criticism of an
error found in the Almagest, but rather of unnecessary redundancy.3D

4.8 On the 'maximum difference in potency' between initial speeds

The mesogees are the initial points of both intervals that fulfil the solution
described as 'maximum difference in potency' between initial speeds.
Jiibir b. Aflab's criticism of this selection of eclipses is that it is difficult to
obtain the anomaly from observed data when the Moon is close to a
mesogee. The Ms. Escorial 910 version mentions that, even when the
Moon is 3° or more from the mesogee, it is easy to consider it to be on the
mesogee. This value of 3° is not given in the Berlin version. Jiibir b.
Aflab's criticism is therefore based on the fact that it is difficult for an
observer to determine whether the Moon is on the mesogee or close to it,
and not on the incorrectness of the method per se.

Jiibir b. Aflab derives another criticism from this comment. He
considers the somewhat implausible situation in which:

30 Th1ibit ibn Qurra also points out this issue in the treaty mentioned above. ef. Th1ibit ibn
Qurra, Oeuvres d 'Astronomie. Text etabli et traduit pal' Regis More/on, Paris, 1987, p. 87.
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• the distance from one mesogee to the initial eclipse of the first
interval is equal to the distance from the other mesogee to the final
eclipse of the second interval

• the distance from one mesogee to the final eclipse of the first
interval is equal to the distance from the other mesogee to the
initial eclipse of the second interval

M D
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Figure 10: Ms. Berlin 39v

In order to clarify this, we will consider the description of this particular
point as given in from the Berlin version. Let us consider Figure 10, in
which points D and B are both mesogees of an epicycle. The Moon in El is
on point M close to D; in E2 on point R; in E3 on point C; and in E4 on
point O.

':MD=OB

.: DR= BC

:.MR=OC

Therefore, as Jiibir b. Afla!). states, this is the third situation that Ptolemy
warned against and claimed should be avoided, due to the fact that the first
interval is symmetrical to the second one, taking as a reference the apsidal
line.

Later in the text, Jiibir b. Afla!). gives another example of this situation,
in which he considers the Moon to be in the first and third eclipses, each
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one in a different mesogee, and during the second and fourth eclipses at
any of points R, C, 0 or M. The author concludes that "the Moon traverses
in its epicycle in equal time intervals two equal arcs where its distances
from the apogee and the perigee are the same". But this cannot be the case
when the initial eclipses are each in a different mesogee. We can see, then,
that a contradiction emerges.

The explanation of this problem in the Ms. Escorial 910 version is not
as clear as in the Berlin version. In the Escorial 910 version, the author
criticizes the fact that the Moon can in fact be 30 from a mesogee in both
eclipses when we believe it to be exactly on the mesogee. Given that this
can also occur during the final eclipses, the author concludes that this is
similar to the situation highlighted by Ptolemy. In any case, this somewhat
brief explanation would be difficult to understand without referring to the
more detailed one given in the Berlin version. This is a possible case in
which the Ms. Escorial 910 version is derived from the Berlin version.

4.9 Jabir b. Aflab's conclusion on Ptolemy's description ofthe method

Jabir b. Aflal:) is critical of the fact that Ptolemy had developed a new
method, while he was using the values obtained by the four-eclipse
method. First, the Berlin version quotes Ptolemy:

As to what he says:

This is the method followed by those before us for
obtaining such things. It is possible for you to know that
this method is not easy to carry out, nor its procedure
accessible, but requires a great deal of reflection and a
deep insight on what I will show next. 31

What can be concluded is that these words in themselves do not
require a deep insight. Ptolemy could make such a statement if he
had provided another, easier method, if he did not need to apply
the preventions (tabarruz) required [for the method used by the

31 Jiibir b. Aflab is making a reference to the following test from the Almagest: "That, then
is the method which our predecessors used for the determination of such [periods]. It is
not simple or easy to carry out, but demands a great deal of extraordinary care, as we can
see of the following considerations". Cf. PtA, p. 176.
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ancient astronomers] and if he did not require the ancient method
[for obtaining his own values]. But he could not fulfil any of these
[requirements]. Instead he gave a correct method, but the
enhancements introduced were lessened due to the observations
the ancient [astronomers] used for determining the [lunar
anomaly] period. He could not [provide a correct method] unless
using the motion values the ancient astronomers obtained from
this period. All that he provided relied on the [lunar anomaly]
period the ancients provided by means of this method.32

Finally, Jabir b. Aflah (at least in the Ms. Escorial 910 version) expresses
his opinion on Ptolemy:

What is truly deduced from such a man's issue is that he had not
experience in the art of geometry, and for this reason he fell down
in such things and in others we will point out in its proper place
provided that God, glorified and exalted be, will.

In fact, Jabir b. Aflab points out some details of the Almagest that are not
errors in expression as such, but the result of a mathematically imperfect
method. His criticism of the best method for selecting eclipses indicated
by the 'maximum difference in potency' is valid from an astronomical
point of view, but the later development in which it is compared with a
lunar situation that Ptolemy warned against seems to be excessive. Why,
therefore, is Jabir b. Aflab so critical of Ptolemy?

5. Final conclusions

In this paper we have studied the first criticism of Ptolemy's Almagest
which appears in Jabir b. Aflah's I$la/:z al-Majis(f. This criticism focuses
on the four-eclipse method used by ancient astronomers - such as
Hipparchus - to find the lunar period in anomaly, as described by Ptolemy
in Almagest IV.2.

32 Jiibir b. Aflah is making a reference to the last part of Almagest IV.2 in which Ptolemy,
after criticizing Hipparchus's method, bases his findings on Hipparchus's results: "But
first, for convenience [of calculation] in what follows, we set out the individual mean
motions [of the moon] in longitude, anomaly and latitude, in accordance with the above
periods of their returns, and [also the mean motions] calculated on the basis of the
corrections which we shall derive later". er. PtA, p. 179.
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Jabir b. Aflal) points out some improvements on the four-eclipse
method as described by Ptolemy, from a theoretical point of view.
However, he does not change the value of the lunar period in anomaly
obtained by Hipparchus and used later by Ptolemy in the Almagest while
describing his lunar theory. The Andalusian mathematician and
astronomer considers that the ancient astronomers developed a valid
method for finding the lunar period in anomaly and that this method is the
one he describes in the 1~lii/:z al-Majistf. So he sadly concludes that
Ptolemy's comments on the ancients' method show that the author of the
Almagest did not understand it.

From a mathematical point of view, Jabir b. Aflal)'s description of the
four-eclipse method is far more elegant than the one in the Almagest. He
also clarifies the obscure nuances in Ptolemy's description required for a
full understanding of this method.

To do so, Jabir b. Aflal) divides the lunar epicycle in four sectors as
defined by the lunar perigee and apogee and both mesogees. Jabir b. Aflal)
used the sector theory extensively in the 1~lii/:z al-Majistf since it also
appears in the determination of Mercury's apogee33 and in the
determination of the eccentricity and direction of the apsidal line of a

. 1 34supenor p anet.
In any case, the present criticism indicates Jabir b. Aflal)'s thorough

understanding of the Almagest. In fact he may well have been the first
Western astronomer to understand it fully.

6. On the edition

The edition that follows the study is not a critical one but a working one
that is based only on the Arabic manuscripts in Arabic script.
Consequently, we have not used the Arabic manuscripts in Hebrew script,
or the Hebrew or Latin manuscripts. Although the Latin edition of
Apianus published in 1534 was consulted during the preparation of this
study.35 The three manuscripts used are:

33 See .1. Samso [2000], p. 216 and ff.

34 See N.M. Swerdlow [1987].

35 Apianus, Petrus, Instrumentulll primi lIlobilis. Accedunt iis Gebri filii AfJla Hispalensis
Astronomi vetustissillli pariter et peritissimi, libri IX de astranomia, ante aliquot secula
Arabice scripti, et per Giriardum Cremonensem latinitate donati, nunc vera omnium
primum inlucem editi, Nuremberg, 1534.
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Escorial9l0, abbreviated as Es 1

Escorial 930, abbreviated as Es2

Berlin 5653, abbreviated as B

Whenever in an annotation appears a variant relating to a particular
manuscript, it must be assumed that the published version considered to be
correct is that of the manuscript (or manuscripts) that does not appear in
the annotation. The extension of a variant has been indicated with keys.
For instance, in

'{ I.·:·'il} -I.i· b.~ i J\!~, c...- 0! y. . y.

the word al-ISbIlI has a variant in one or more manuscripts. We can also
find nested keys with a parenthetical hierarchy. Lastly, whenever an
annotation is found without keys in the Arabic text, the annotated variant
is an addition and does not replace any word in the edition considered to
be correct.

7. Translation

7.1 Ms. Escorial 910 version

[Est f. 39v]

[1.] [On the anomalistic Moon's motion in longitude and latitude (ff. 39v
40r)]

When they found the Moon moving differently in longitude and latitude 
[for instance,] in a given degree of the ecliptic the [lunar] motion (/:zaraka)
is not [always] exactly the same, nor its latitude, but it can traverse any
degree of the ecliptic with its mean motion, either the faster or the slower;
and the same happens in latitude: for the Moon can be on its maximum
latitude northward, southward or without latitude - they concluded that the
return [period] in anomaly [Es 1 40r] was different from the return [period]
of the epicycle centre on the ecliptic and also that the [lunar] inclined orbit
node was moving over the ecliptic.

It was also found that the time [the Moon] takes from its minimum
motion to its mean motion is always greater than the time it takes from its
mean motion to its maximum motion. This indicated the fact that its
motion in its epicyclical apogee (al-bu'd al-ab'ad) was towards the rear [of
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the order] of the signs. The ancient [astronomers] studied the way of
determining [the lunar] return period along its epicycle and the return
period of its epicycle centre along the ecliptic and concluded that [this
research] must be based on lunar eclipses in order to avoid [the error]
introduced by the lunar parallax, as we have said.

[2.] [Lunar epicycle division into four sectors depending on its true motion
along them (fol. 40r)]

Since the Moon moves in an epicycle, its motion on the ecliptic faces four
states (Ml, pI. abwiil). [Its motion in] the first state is increasingly fast and
takes place when [the Moon] traverses from the mesogee (al-majiiz al
awsat) to the perigee (al-bu'd al-aqrab). The second is decreasingly fast
and takes place when it traverses from the perigee to the second mesogee.
The third is increasingly slow and takes place when it traverses from the
mesogee to the apogee (al-bu'd al-ab'ad). The fourth is decreasingly slow
and takes place when it traverses from the apogee to the first mesogee. So
we always know, depending on its motion state on the ecliptic, in which of
the four sectors (qit'a) of its epicycle [the Moon is located]; that is, the
sectors limited by the apogee, the perigee and the two mesogees. And we
will know, with good reason, in which sector the degree is located.

[3.] [The ancient astronomers' method for finding the lunar period m
anomaly from two intervals defined by four eclipses]

[3.1.] [Brief description (fol. 40r)]

In order to find the [lunar] return period [in anomaly], the ancient
[astronomers] looked for two lunar eclipses in which the Moon's speed
(sayr al-qamar) was the same - that is, that the Moon was to be found in
one of the four points with variable speed (masfr) mentioned - [and]
therefore it was considered, with good reason, that [the Moon] had
returned on its epicycle during the second eclipse to the [same] position it
had [on its epicycle] during the first.

[3.2.] [Jabir b. Aflah's conditions that the four eclipses must fulfil in order
to find the period in anomaly (fol. 40r)]

Next, to verify that [the Moon] has returned [to the same epicyclical
position] as they thought, they looked for two other eclipses such that
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• the lunar variable speeds (sayr al-qamar) in both were the same,
although

• [the variable speeds of the second pair of eclipses] must differ
from the [lunar] variable speeds in the first two eclipses; and

• the time interval elapsed between the two [second eclipses] must
be the same as the time interval elapsed between the first two; and

• the Moon must traverse two equal arcs [in longitude] on the
ecliptic after completing [an integer number of] returns [in
anomaly] in both time intervals.

When they found [the eclipses that fulfilled the conditions] according to
this description, they knew therefore that the Moon had returned on its
epicycle during the second eclipse to the [same] position it had [on its
epicycle] during the first, and that it had returned during the fourth eclipse
to the [same] position it had [on its epicycle] during the third. We will try
to explain this with an example.

[3.3.] [Demonstration of the four-eclipse method for determining the
period in anomaly (fo1. 40r-41r)]

Let the circle ABG be the epicycle, its centre point E, the apogee point H,
the perigee point L, the ecliptic centre point Z, and the line that passes
through the apogee, the perigee and the ecliptic centre, line ZLEH [Es I

40v]. Let the mesogees be points T and K. Let the Moon be located during
the first two eclipses in one of the arcs KH and HT and during the other
two eclipses in one of the arcs KL and LT. And let all the conditions in all
four eclipses be fulfilled as we have explained.
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Figure 11. Ms. Es 1 fo!. 40v.

I say: the Moon returns on its epicycle during the second eclipse to the
[same] position it had [on its epicycle] during the first, and it returns
during the fourth eclipse to the [same] position it had [on its epicycle]
during the third.

Proof:
If this were not the case, then:
Let its position during the first [eclipse] be point A, during the second

[eclipse] point B, during the third [eclipse] point G, and during the fourth
[eclipse] point D. Since [we have considered as initial condition that] the
two time intervals (mudda) are equal, the arc ALHB must be equal to the
arc GHTD and the Moon must traverse equal arcs of the ecliptic in both
equal time intervals with its mean motion after completing an integer
number of returns [in anomaly].

As both equations (ziiwiyat al-ikhtilii/) are subtended by arcs A[TLK]B
and G[KHTL]D, one produces an increment in the [Moon's motion
relative to its] mean motion and the second produces a decrement, so the
true motion in longitude during both intervals differs. The arc [of the
ecliptic] traversed [by the Moon] during the first time interval [exceeds]
the mean motion by the equation (ziiwiyat al-ikhtilii/) subtended by arc
AB. The arc [of the ecliptic the Moon] traverses during the second time
interval lessens the mean motion by the equation (ziiwiyat al-ikhtilii/)
subtended by arc GD. So the difference (jacj.l) between the two depends on
the sum (majnlLi') of both equations. But we have considered as an initial
condition that these were equal, so this conclusion is not possible.
Consequently, the Moon does not return on its epicycle during the second
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eclipse to the [same] position it had [on its epicycle] during the first, and it
does not return during the fourth eclipse to the [same] position it had [on
its epicycle] during the third.

Likewise, if the Moon exceeds an [integer number of] returns in
anomaly along arc AB during the first time interval and along arc GD
during the second interval - i.e. if it is located at point B during the first
eclipse, at point A during the second, at point D during the third, and at
point G during the fourth - the arc of the ecliptic which exceeds an integer
number of returns [in anomaly] during the first time interval lessens the
mean motion by the equation (ziiwiyat al-ikhtiliij) subtended by arc AB
and the arc which exceeds [an integer number of returns in anomaly]
during the second time interval exceeds the mean motion by the equation
subtended by arc GD. The difference (taja4ul) between the two arcs
depends on the sum (majmii') of both equations.

As before, [Es1 4lr] the same consequence will be deduced if both time
intervals take place in the same mid-epicycle: that is, in one of the two
mid-epicycles HAL and HKL. This is what we intended to prove.

Similarly, as each of the two intervals contains two eclipses, each
[interval] must enclose the same integer number of months, the same
integer number of returns of the epicycle centre along the ecliptic, and
equal arcs [of the ecliptic] which exceed the integer number of returns.

[3.4.] [Values obtained from the time intervals. (fo1. 4lr)]

When they found [the time intervals between eclipses], they divided the
time of one of the two intervals by the number of the [lunar] returns in
anomaly [during that time] and obtained the period of one [lunar] return
[in anomaly]. When they divided the degrees of one circle - i.e. 3600

- by
the number of days [included in the lunar period in anomaly], they
obtained the distance the Moon traverses in its epicycle during one day.
Similarly, they divided the days in this time interval by the number of
months and obtained the duration of the mean month. When this time was
multiplied (ejii'ifa) by the daily solar mean motion, the total value obtained
was the distance the Sun traverses with its mean motion during one mean
month until the Moon reaches [the Sun]. When the degrees of one circle
i.e. 3600

- were added to [this last value], the total sum was the distance
the Moon traverses in longitude during the mean month. Finally, when this
value was divided by the number of days in the mean month, the result
was the distance [the Moon] traverses in longitude during one day.
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This is the procedure the ancient [astronomers] followed to obtain the
[Moon's] period [in anomaly] and from which they obtained the [lunar]
motions in longitude and anomaly.

[4.] [On the lunar eclipse positions which invalidate the four-eclipse
method for finding the lunar period in anomaly]

[4.1.] [Ptolemy's description of the lunar eclipse positions that invalidate
the four-eclipse method (fo1. 41r)]

[Let us consider] Ptolemy's criticisms on the [ancients'] resolution of the
period [in anomaly] and what he the need for exhaustive investigation and
avoiding the lunar positions relative to the epicycle in which it can
traverse equal arcs on the ecliptic in equal times without returning to the
[same lunar] anomaly, which is possible [in the next occurrences, as
Ptolemy states]:

• if the Moon in the first eclipse begins from the apogee and ends in
the second eclipse in the perigee and if the third [eclipse] begins
from the perigee and ends in the fourth [eclipse] in the apogee; or

• if it traverses an identical arc in its epicycle in both time intervals;
or

• if it traverses two equal arcs in which its distances from the
apogee and the perigee are the same - i.e. the distance of the
[lunar] positions in the first and fourth eclipses is symmetrical to
the epicycle apogee and perigee.

Therefore, in each of these three situations, it follows that the Moon
traverses equal arcs on the ecliptic in equal time intervals, but [the Moon]
does not complete a return in its epicycle.36

36 Jabir b. Aflal) is making a reference to the following text: "Secondly, it is our opinion
that we must pay no less attention to the moon's [varying] speed (tJpof,lOC;). For if this is
not taken into account, it will be possible for the moon, in many situations, to cover
equal arcs in longitude in equal times which do not at all represent a return in lunar
anomaly as well. This will come to pass [I] if in both intervals the moon starts from the
same speed (either both increasing or both decreasing), but does not return to that speed;
or [2] if in one interval it starts from its greatest speed and ends at its least speed, while
in the other interval it starts from its least speed and ends at its greatest speed; or [3] if
the distance of [the position of] its speed at the beginning of one interval is the same
distance from the [position of] greatest or least speed as [the position of] its speed at the
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[4.2.] Jabir b. Aflab's answer (fo1. 41r-41v)]

[I say that] it is not necessary to avoid and investigate exhaustively what
he mentioned for it is not possible for the Moon to be in one of these
positions during the point at which the [ancients'] found the [lunar] period
in anomaly. And this is due to the fact that what they considered first [Es'
41v] when they found the [Moon's] return period [in anomaly] is that the
lunar variable speed (sayr al-qamar) during the second eclipse must be the
same as its variable speed during the first for it to be considered that [the
Moon] had completed a return in its epicycle, and likewise that during the
fourth eclipse its variable speed must he the same as its variable speed
during the third for it to be considered that [the Moon] had completed a
return in its epicycle. But, [we ask ourselves:]

• how the [Moon's] variable speed can be the same at both ends of
the same interval that the [ancient astronomers] established as
condition when [the Moon] begins from the apogee in the first
interval and ends in the perigee and begins from the perigee in the
second interval and ends in the apogee [as the first occurrence that
Ptolemy says must be avoided], since its variable speed at the
beginning of the interval is therefore extremely different to its
variable speed at the end of the interval and this [i.e. the first
occurrence Ptolemy says must be avoided] is different from the
condition established by [the ancient astronomers]; and

• how [the Moon] traverses an identical arc in its epicycle [in both
time intervals] [as the second occurrence Ptolemy says it must be
avoided], since its variable speed during the first eclipse is
therefore exactly the same as during the third and its variable
speed during the second eclipse is therefore exactly the same as
during the fourth, but the [ancient astronomers] established a
different condition, i.e. that its variable speed during the first and
second eclipses must be different from its speed during the third
and fourth [eclipses]; and

end of the interval, [but] on the other side. In each of these situations there will again be
either no effect or the same effect [in both intervals] of the lunar anomaly, and hence
equal increments in longitude will be produced [over both intervals], but there will be no
return in anomaly at all. So the intervals adduced must avoid all the above situations if
they are to provide us directly with a period of return in anomaly". ef. PtA, pp. 177-8.
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• how [the Moon] traverses two equal arcs in which the distances
from the apogee and the perigee are the same [as the third
occurrence that Ptolemy says must be avoided], since its variable
speed during the first eclipse must therefore be the same as its
variable speed during the fourth, and its variable speed during the
second [eclipse] must therefore be the same as during the third.

Even if [the ancient astronomers] did not clearly state these conditions,
from the practical procedure it can be inferred that they undoubtedly
established them.

[5.] [On the Sun's positions for avoiding the solar anomaly]

[5.1.] [Ptolemy's description of the solar positions for avoiding the solar
anomaly (fo1. 41v)]

Similarly, [Ptolemy] also considered it essential for [the ancient
astronomers] in their study of the solar positions in each of the desired
eclipses that [the Sun] in each of [the eclipses] should be in one of the
positions that must be avoided for the Moon, that is

• that [the Sun] begins from the eccentric apogee in the first eclipse
and ends at its perigee in the second eclipse, and that it begins
from the perigee in the third eclipse and ends at its apogee in the
fourth; or

• that [in both intervals the Sun] traverses the exactly same arc of its
eccentric; or

• that [the Sun] traverses two equal arcs provided its distances from
the apogee and the perigee are the same; or

• that [the Sun] traverses an integer number of returns in its eccenter
and also on the ecliptic in both intervals.3

?

37 .Hibir b. Aflal) points out the following test from the Almagest: "Therefore we define as
the first necessary condition [for a return in lunar anomaly) that the intervals must
exhibit one of the following characteristics with respect to the sun: [I) It must complete
an integer number of revolutions [in both intervals]; or (2) traverse the semi-circle
beginning at the apogee over one interval and the semi-circle beginning at the perigee
over the other; or (3) begin from the same point [of the ecliptic) in each interval; or [4]
be the same distance from the apogee (or perigee) at the first eclipse of one interval as it
is at the second eclipse of the other interval, [but] on the other side". ef. PtA, p. 177.
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[5.2.] [Jabir b. Aflab's answer (fo1. 41 v)]

[Against this, I say that] it is not necessary for them to investigate this for
they only looked to verify

• two equal time intervals, both of which contain two eclipses; and
• that the Sun and the Moon traverse two equal arcs on the ecliptic

in both intervals; and
• that the Moon in each of the eclipses [fulfils the conditions] we

have described.

When [the ancient astronomers] found [two intervals that fulfilled the
three previous conditions], the Sun must therefore have been in one of the
four positions previously mentioned.

[6.] [On the best selection of eclipses for maximizing the difference in
longitude of the two intervals when there is not a complete return in
anomaly]

[6.1.] [Ptolemy's proposal (fo1. 4lv)]

[Ptolemy] also states, regarding the [eclipse] selection for determining
these two intervals, that the Moon must begin the first and third eclipses at
extremely different speeds (sayrayn mukhtalifayn) - i.e. that the two
variable speeds were different according to [their] fastness (sur'a),
slowness (ibtii') and [their] acceleration (tazayyud) or deceleration
(tanaqqu$).38

[6.2.] [Jabirb. Aflab's proposal (fo1. 41v-42r)]

[Against that, I say that] this is not essential and that [the ancient
astronomers] have no need to apply this condition, for it makes it difficult

38 Jiibir b. Aflab is making a reference to the following text: "On the contrary, we should
select intervals [the end of which are situated] so as to best indicate [whether the interval
is or is not a period of anomaly], by displaying the discrepancy [between two intervals]
when they do not contain an integer number ofretums in anomaly. Such is the case when
the intervals begin from speeds which are not merely different, but greatly different
either in size or in effect". PtA, p. 178.
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to find eclipses that fulfil it. Instead, the fact that its speeds during the first
[Es 1 42r] and second eclipses were different to its speeds during the third
and fourth [eclipses] in terms of the fastness (sur'a) and slowness (ibtii')
constitutes for them [the previous condition]. As a result, one [lunar] speed
would be greater than its mean speed and the second one would be smaller
than its mean speed, to the point that if the Moon does not complete a
return [in anomaly] in its epicycle, it causes a difference (taja4ul) in the
arcs of the ecliptic which implies an increment that depends on the sum
(majmii') of both anomaly angles. Therefore, the initial positions of the
Moon must be very different so that the sum of its anomalies is clearly
perceptible. This is only the case if the initial positions of the Moon are far
from the mesogees, rather than what [Ptolemy] stated.

[6.3.] [Maximum difference in potency]

[6.3.1.] [Ptolemy's proposal (fo1. 42r)]

[Ptolemy] states that the [motion of the] Moon in [the initial position of
the] first interval [should] differ 'in potency' (mukhiiliffi 'l-quwwa) from
the initial position of the second [interval], i.e. that [the Moon] begins
from one mesogee in the first interval and from the other mesogee in the
second [interval].39

[6.3.2.] [Jabir b. Aflal).'s criticism of Ptolemy's proposal (fo1. 42r)]

[Against that I say that] this is extremely erroneous because it would not
be possible to verify at any time the Moon's position in its epicycle. And
were you able to verify it, it would not be useful for [obtaining] the [lunar
anomaly] period. This is due to the fact that if we observe the Moon from
its departure from a particular degree of its epicycle to its return to the
same degree, we would not know its true position. [This is is case]

39 .Jabir b. Afla!) is making a reference to the following text: "By 'in effect' I mean when
[the moon] starts from the mean speed in both positions, not, however, from the same
mean speed, but from the mean speed during the period of increasing speed at one
interval, and from that during the period of decreasing speed during at the other. Here
too, jfthere is not a return in anomaly, there will be a great difference in the increment in
longitude [over two intervals]; again, when the increment in anomaly is one or three
quadrants of a revolution, the difference will again amount to twice the [maximum]
equation of anomaly, and when the increment in anomaly is a semi-circle, the difference
will be four times that amount". PtA, p. 178. ef. HAMA Fig. 62, p. 1225.
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particularly at both mesogees because of the difference (taja4ul) between
the anomaly angles in both. Its speed in terms of acceleration (tazayyud) or
deceleration (tanaqqu:j) changes slowly [at such points] to the extent that it
is possible for the Moon in each of the two eclipses to be 3° or more away
from both mesogees to either side, though we continue to consider that it
is located at the mesogee.

[6.3.3.] [Jabir b. Aflal) points out a contradiction in Ptolemy's discourse
(fol. 42r)]

The same can be said of the other two eclipses. Therefore [the Moon] has
traversed two equal arcs along its epicycle in both intervals and its
distances from the apogee and the perigee are the same. But this is one of
the three positions [Ptolemy] warned against, [for he says]:
"Consequently, the Moon has traversed on the ecliptic in two equal
intervals two equal arcs and it has not completed a return in anomaly".40
[In short, Ptolemy] had prompted these positions without realizing that he
had originally warned against them.

[7.] [Jabir b. Aflal)'s opinion on Ptolemy's proficiency in geometry (fol.
42r)]

What is truly deduced from such a man's issue is that he had not
experience in the art of geometry, and for this reason he fell down in such
things and in others we will point out in its proper place provided that
God, glorified and exalted be, so wills.

[8.] [On the anomaly period in latitude (fol. 42r)]

As for the Moon's motion in latitude, the ancient [astronomers] knew it by
looking for two lunar eclipses with the same magnitude, exactly the same
anomaly, the same occultation to both the north and south, and almost
exactly the same node. By fulfilling these conditions, the Moon's nodal
distance in the first of the two eclipses must necessarily be the same as its

40 "In each of these situations there will again be either no effect or the same effect [in both
intervals] of the lunar anomaly, and hence equal increments in longitude will be
produced [over both intervals], but there will be no return in anomaly at all". ef. PtA, p.
178.
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distance in the other [eclipse] from the same node and the same side.
Therefore, this interval contains [an integer number of] Moon returns in
latitude and of the epicycle centre [returns related to the node]. When this
interval was divided by the integer number of returns in latitude, the lunar
mean motion in latitude was obtained. In this way, the ancient
[astronomers] knew the lunar motions in longitude [Es 1 42v], anomaly and
latitude.

[9.] [Daily motion in longitude, latitude and anomaly (fo1. 42v)]

[The Moon's] daily motion in longitude is 13;10,34,58,33°; in anomaly,
13;3,53,56,29°; and in latitude, 13;13,45,39,48°.

7.2 Ms. Berlin 5653 version.

[B. f. 38v, Es2 f. 43v]

[1.] [On the anomalous Moon's motion in longitude and latitude]

When they found the Moon moving differently in longitude and latitude 
i.e. for any degree of the ecliptic the [Moon's] motion (baraka) is not
[always] exactly the same, nor is its latitude, but it is displaced in any
degree of the ecliptic with its mean motion, either the faster or the slower;
the same occurs in latitude since the Moon can be on its maximum latitude
northward, southward or without latitude - they concluded that the return
[period] in anomaly was different from the return [period] of the epicycle
centre on the ecliptic and that the [lunar] inclined orbit node was moving
over the degrees of the ecliptic. The ancients studied the way of
determining [the lunar] return period in anomaly and the return period [of
its epicycle centre] along the ecliptic and concluded that [this research]
must be based on lunar eclipses in order to avoid [the error] introduced by
the lunar parallax, as we have said.

[2.] [Lunar epicycle division into four sectors depending on its true motion
along them]

As the Moon has different motions (barakiit) - i.e. a fast motion, a slow
motion and a mean motion - it must have four points (nuqat) in its
particular orbit (al-falak al-khii~~). One is the point at which [the Moon's
motion] is the fastest. The second is opposite the previous one and is the
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point at which [the Moon's motion] is the slowest. These two points are
the apogee (al-bu'd al-ab'ad) and the perigee (al-bu'd al-aqrab) of its
particular orbit. The two points at which the Moon has a mean speed
between the two previous ones are the mesogees (al-majfiz al-awsat) of its
particular orbit. These four points divide this orbit [the epicycle] into four
sectors (qit'a). One is that in which [the Moon] changes from its fastest
motion to its first mean motion: this motion is fast and decreasing (sarl'at
mutaniiqi$a). The second sector is that in which its motion is mean and
decreasing. The third sector is that in which its motion is slow and
increasing. Finally, the fourth sector is that in which its motion is mean
and increasing.

[3.] [The ancient astronomers' method for obtaining the Moon's anomaly
period]

[3.1.] [Brief description]

Therefore we know, with good reason, in which of the four sectors the
Moon is located at any given time. [From this premise,] the ancient
[astronomers] looked for two lunar eclipses, provided that the Moon's
motion (I.zaraka) in both was one of these four types of motion
[mentioned]. They considered then, with good reason, that [the Moon]
during the second eclipse had [Es2 f. 44r] returned to the same position in
its particular orbit it had occupied during the first eclipse [B. f. 39r] and
that the interval between the two eclipses contained an integer number of
Moon's returns in its particular orbit.41

[3.2.] [Jiibir b. Aflab's conditions that the four eclipses should fulfil tn

order to obtain the lunar anomaly period.]

Given that they wanted to test and verify [whether these two eclipses were
suitable], they looked for two other eclipses [that fulfilled the following

41 "Hence the ancient astronomers, with good reason, tried to find some period in which the
moon's motion in longitude would always be the same, on the grounds that only such a
period could produce a return in anomaly. So they compared observations of lunar
eclipses (for reasons mention above), and tried to see whether there was an interval,
consisting of an integer number of months, such that, between whatever points one took
that interval of [true synodic] months, the length in time was always the same, and so
was the motion [of the moon] in longitude, [i.e.] either the same number of integer
revolutions, or the same number of revolutions and the same arc". er. PtA, p. 175.
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• that the lunar motion (/:laraka) in these two other eclipses was the
same

• that [the lunar motion in the second pair of eclipses] was different
(mukhiilif) from the motion (/:laraka) of the first two eclipses

• that the two time intervals (mudda) between these four eclipses
were the same

• that the Moon traverses two equal longitudes42 along the ecliptic
such only an integer number of cycles or an integer number of
cycles plus additional equal arcs.

When they found [four eclipses] that fulfilled the conditions described,
they knew that the Moon had returned to the same point of its particular
orbit in the first pair of eclipses and that it had also returned to a second
point [of its particular orbit] in the second pair of eclipses. Therefore, both
time intervals contained an integer number of lunar returns in its particular
orbit.

[3.3.] [On that Ptolemy did not clearly state this conditions (fol. 39r)]

Ptolemy mentioned this method from the ancient astronomers, but he did
not clearly state the conditions on the lunar motions during the desired
eclipses that we have mentioned here. However, even though he did not
state them clearly, the meaning itself (nafs al-ma'na) implies that these
conditions are those required for the desired eclipses. Were it not as
described, it would not be possible to complete an [integer number of]
returns [in anomaly]. And as to [the following question:] from what is
inferred that if the four eclipses fulfil these conditions, are both intervals
that enclose an integer number of lunar returns in its particular orbit equal
in number? This would be clear as I will explain [next] given God's power
and help.

[3.4.] [Proof of these conditions]

Let circle ABGD be the Moon's epicycle and point E its centre. Let point
Z be the ecliptic centre and line AEGZ the line which passes through the

42 Literally: arcs.
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apogee, the perigee and the ecliptic centre, where point A is the apogee
and point G the perigee. From point Z we draw two tangents to circle AB
on points Band D. We then obtain lines ZB and ZD. Therefore, points B
and D are the mesogees. Let the Moon be at point H during the first
eclipse and at point C during the third eclipse. Let the Moon's speed (sayr
al-qamar) at both points [i.e. Hand C] be as we have mentioned, i.e. [Es2

f. 44v] that [its speed] should be different [at both points]. Let the Moon's
speed (sayr al-qamar) at point H be equal to its speed during the second
eclipse and its speed (sayr) during the third [eclipse] equal to its speed
(sayr) during the fourth. Let both intervals be equal and the ecliptic sectors
enclosed in both also be equal.

I say: the Moon returns exactly to point H during the second eclipse and
exactly to point C during the fourth.

Proof:
If the Moon does not return to point H during the second [eclipse], let

the Moon return to point T. And if it does not return to point C during the
fourth [eclipse], let the Moon return to point O.

Given that both intervals are equal - i.e. the intervals between the first
and second [eclipses] and between the third and fourth [eclipses] - arcs
HT and CO are equal.

C'

..~ "",D

H

A9- ---oE=.'· ---<>-=- ---3>6Z

Figure 12: Fol. Berlin 39v43

43 In the manuscript figure, point C appears where point C' is now located. However, this
location is not coherent with the demonstration. Consequently, a new point C has been
introduced for coherence with the demonstration appearing in the text.
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Given that the Moon's speed (masfr al-qamar)44 at points Hand T is
different (mukhaJif) from its speed (masfr) at points C and 0 - i.e. its
speed (sayr) is slow in one case and fast in the other, as stated as a
condition - [B. f. 39v] there must necessarily be an increment in arc HT
and a decrement in arc CO, both relative to the Moon's mean motion.

Given that both intervals are equal, the mean motion in both must be the
same. Therefore, the true lunar motion during the first interval must be
different from its [true] motion during the second [interval], depending on
the sum (majmii') of the two anomaly equations (khillif) - i.e. the two
angles with the ecliptic centre as vertex and subtended by arcs HT and co.
Thus, the Moon traverses two different arcs on the ecliptic in both equal
intervals. The difference (fadl) between the two is based on the sum of
both equations (ikhtiliif) as subtended by arcs HT and co. But we have
established as a premise that the Moon traverses two equal arcs on the
ecliptic in both equal intervals. Therefore, this conclusion makes it
impossible for the Moon to be at any point other than H during the second
eclipse and at any point other than C during the fourth eclipse.
Consequently, during its second [eclipse] [the Moon] returns to its
[epicycle] position during its first [eclipse], and during the fourth eclipse it
returns to its position during the third. Both equal intervals contain an
integer number of lunar returns in its epicycle, which is what we wanted to
prove.

[4.] [On the best selection of eclipses for maxlmlzmg the difference
between the Moon's speeds]

[4.1.] [Jabir b. Aflal)'s proposal]

[Es2 f. 45r] Given that the difference (khillif) between the ecliptic arcs the
Moon traverses in two equal intervals when the it does not return to its
first position depends on the sum (majmii') of the equations (ikhtillif)
produced by arcs HT and CO, the selected eclipses for obtaining the
anomaly period must be those in which the lunar positions45 produce a
large difference between the mean and true motions. These positions are
the apogee and perigee points and the [areas] next to them. Whenever the
Moon's position during the eclipses withdraws from the apogee and

44 The Ms. Es2 uses say,. instead of masf,. in this section.

45 There is a 'not' (la) added at this point in the manuscript.
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perigee points, it also withdraws from the [proper] selection [Ptolemy
ought to choose]. So, rather than the positions mentioned by Ptolemy, it is
convenient to avoid the situation in which the Moon's position during the
first and third eclipses is on the mesogees or next to them.

[4.2.] [Jabir b. Aflab's criticism of Ptolemy's proposal]

If the Moon were at point M during the first eclipse, next to point D (i.e.
the mesogee), given that the Moon's motion when it is in an [area] next to
point D is [more or less] the same, [the Moon] could be at point R during
the second eclipse when we thought that [its position] during both eclipses
was the same point. [Under these conditions,] it is also possible for [the
Moon] to be at point C during the third eclipse - [the point] at which its
distance from point B is the same as the distance from point R to point D 
and at point 0 during the fourth [eclipse] - [the point] at which its distance
from point B is the same as the distance between point M and point D 
when we thought that [its position] during both eclipses was the [B. f. 40r]
same point.

For this reason, the equation (khillif) produced by arc RM must be equal
to the equation (khillif) produced by arc CO and both must be of the same
kind, i.e. both [equations] must produce an increment or decrement in the
true mean motion [relative to the mean motion].

Therefore, the Moon must traverse two equal arcs on the ecliptic during
an integer number of cycles in two equal intervals and does not return [to
its first point] in the epicycle. For this to be the case, the Moon's position
during the first eclipse must be exactly the mesogee point, during the third
[eclipse] the other mesogee point [Es2 f. 45v], and during the second and
fourth [eclipses] any of the points R, C, 0 or M. Therefore, the Moon
traverses two equal arcs in its epicycle in equal intervals, in which its
distances from the apogee and the perigee are the same. Yet this was one
of the three situations Ptolemy had warned against. [Nevertheless,] we
found him adopting this [forbidden] position as one of the selected
positions for these observations.

[4.3.] [Almagest's quote (fol. 40r-v) and Jabir b. Aflab's criticism]

[Ptolemy] says in [Almagest] IV.2:

So it is not convenient for the intervals to be used in these
circumstances if we have established that they in fact produce a
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period of return in anomaly. Instead, we should select a situation
contrary to the [previously mentioned] situation, i.e. [those]
intervals with the particularity of clearly being able to show the
difference [between both intervals] when they do not enclose an
integer number of returns in anomaly. So we will not confine to
[the situation when] the intervals begin from speeds which are
not merely different (masfriit mukhtalifa), but greatly different
either 'in size' (fi 'l-miqdiir) or 'in potency' (fi'l-quwa).46

As for the [maximum difference] 'in size' - when the Moon
begins in one of both intervals at its least speed (sayr) and does
not end at the greatest speed (sayr) and in the other interval it
begins at its greatest speed (sayr) and does not end at its least
speed (sayr) - in such a case, the difference in the increment in
longitude is extremely large when [the Moon] does not complete
an integer number of cycles in anomaly. And, particularly when
one difference [in anomaly] reaches a quadrant or three
quadrants, the difference (jail) is twice the [maximum] equation
of anomaly, which amounts to the difference of both intervals.47

As to [the maximum difference] 'in potency' - when [the
Moon] begins at its mean speed (al-masfr al-wasat) in both
intervals, provided that [the Moon] does not begin from exactly
the same [point with] mean [motion in both], but rather in one
[interval] it begins from the increasing [mean] speed (al-masfr bi
I;aythu 'l-ziyiida) , while in the other it begins from the decreasing
[mean] speed (al-masfr bi-I;aythu 'l-nuq$iin) - in such a case, the
differences in longitude [for each interval] are extremely great

46 "So the intervals adduced must avoid all the above situations if they are to provide us
directly with a period of return in anomaly. On the contrary, we should select intervals
[the end of which are situated] so as to best indicate [whether the interval is or is not a
period of anomaly], by displaying the discrepancy [between two intervals] when they do
not contain an integer number of returns in anomaly. Such is the case when the intervals
begin from speeds which are not merely different, but greatly different either in size or in
effect". PtA, p. 177-8.

47 "By 'in size' I mean when in one interval [the moon] starts from its least speed and does
not end at the greatest speed, while in the other it starts from its greatest speed and does
not end at its least speed. For in this case, unless the intervals contain an integer number
of revolutions in anomaly, the difference in the increments in longitude over the two
intervals will be very great; when the increment of anomaly is about one or three
quadrants of a revolution, the intervals will differ by twice [maximum] equation of
anomaly". PtA, p. 178. er. HAMA Fig. 62, p. 1225.
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when [the Moon] does not complete a return in anomaly. When
one difference [in anomaly] also reaches a quadrant or three
quadrants [as before], the difference (jad£) is twice the
[maximum] equation of anomaly, and when the [difference in
anomaly] is a semi-circle, the difference will be four times that
amount.48

For this reason, we found that Hipparchus considered it
necessary to be cautious as far as possible [Es2 f. 46r] in the
selection of the intervals to be used in such investigation (jab$).
Therefore, he used the [type of] difference (jad£) [between both]
lunar [intervals mentioned above] [B. f. 40v], so in one of the two
intervals the Moon begins at its greatest speed (akthar al-masfr)
and does not end at its least speed (aqall al-masfr), and in the
other interval it begins at its least speed (aqall al-masfr) and does
not end at the greatest speed (akthar al-masfr).49

This is the quotation in reference to Ptolemy's [Almagest].50
So Ptolemy, to obtain the [lunar anomaly] period, considered the

selected eclipse for one interval to be in one of the two mesogees and for
the other to be in the other mesogee. But we have explained previously
that this is extremely far from the [fitting] selection, for this is one of the
three situations [Ptolemy] had warned us against and had forbidden when

48 .Hibir b. Aflab is making a reference to the following text from the Almagest: "By 'in
effect' I mean when [the moon] starts from the mean speed in both positions, not,
however, from the same mean speed, but from the mean speed during the period of
increasing speed at one interval, and from that during the period of decreasing speed at
the other. Here too, ifthere is not a return in anomaly, there will be a great difference in
the increment in longitude [over two intervals]; again, when the increment in anomaly is
one or three quadrants of a revolution, the difference will again amount to twice the
[maximum] equation of anomaly, and when the increment in anomaly is a semi-circle,
the difference will be four times that amount". PtA, p. 178. Cf. HAMA Fig. 62, p. 1225.

49 .Hibir b. Aflab is making a reference to the following text from the Almagest: "That is
why, as we can see, Hipparchus too used his customary extreme care in the selection of
the intervals adduced for his investigations of this question: he used [two intervals], in
one of which the moon started from its greatest speed and did not end at its least speed,
and in the other of which it started from its least speed and did not end at its greatest
speed". Cf. PtA, p. 178..Hibir b. Aflab, in his refutation of Ptolemy, does not follow the
order of the Almagest.

50 Jiibir b. Aflab quotes Isbiiq b. Bunayn translation. Cr. Ms. Paris BN. Ar. 2482 f. 60r.
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obtaining this interval. So he supported a selection that he didn't realize he
had already warned against and ruled out.

[5.] [Jabir b. Aflah's answer to Ptolemy's considerations on the difficulties
of this method]

He says:

This is the method followed by those before us for obtaining
such things. It is possible for you to know that this method is
not easy to carry out, nor its procedure accessible, but requires
a great deal of reflection and a deep insight on what I will show
next.5I

What can be concluded is that these words in themselves do not rely on a
deep insight. He could make such a statement if he had provided another,
easier method, if he did not need to apply the preventions (tabarruz)
required [in the ancients' method] and if he did not require the ancients'
method [to obtain his own values]. But he could not fulfil any of these
[requirements]. Instead he provided a correct method, but the
enhancements introduced were rendered less effective due to the
observations the ancient [astronomers] used to determine the [lunar
anomaly] period. He could not [provide a correct method] unless he used
the motion values the ancients obtained from this period. The method he
provided depended on the [lunar anomaly] period the ancients provided by
means of this method. 52

51 .Tabir b. Atla\:! is making a reference to the following text from the Almagest: "That, then
is the method which our predecessors used for the determination of such [periods]. It is
not simple or easy to carry out, but demands a great deal of extraordinary care, as we can
see of the following considerations". Cr. PtA, p. 176.

52 .Hibir b. Atla\:! is making a reference to the last part of Almagest IV.2 in which Ptolemy,
after criticizing Hipparchus's method, bases his findings in Hipparchus's results: "But
first, for convenience [of calculation] in what follows, we set out the individual mean
motions [of the moon] in longitude, anomaly and latitude, in accordance with the above
periods of their returns, and [also the mean motions] calculated on the basis of the
corrections which we shall derive later". CfPtA, p. 179.
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[6.] [On the solar positions for avoiding differences in the solar anomaly]

[6.1.] [Ptolemy's description of the solar positions for avoiding differences
in the solar anomaly (fo1. 40v)]

He says:

Let us grant that both interval times are equal. For this reason, I
also say, first of all, that there should not be a difference (faq./)
[between both intervals] due to the Sun's [equation of]
anomaly. [Therefore, the Sun's equation of anomaly] in both
intervals must be zero (a~r') or must be exactly the same.S3

[6.2.] [Jabir b. Afla1:)'s response (fo1. 40v)]

The conclusion is different from what he states. For given what is
established as a condition for the two intervals - i.e. [i.] that both were
equal, and [ii.] that the Moon traverses equal arcs of the ecliptic in both
[intervals] - and provided that the Sun in the mean time of each eclipse
[Es2 f. 46v] is in true opposition to the Moon, the Sun must only traverse
two equal arcs of the ecliptic in both equal intervals. This is not so unless
the difference (faq.l) due to the equation of anomaly [between both
intervals] is zero, or unless it is exactly the same [in both intervals]. And
this is not so unless [the Sun] is in on one of the four positions given by
[Ptolemy]. Thus, [Ptolemy] suggested what is concluded from the
premises. This is, then, a self-evident question.

[7.] [On the lunar positions that must be avoided]

[7.1.] [Ptolemy's description of the lunar positions that must be avoided
(fol. 41r)]

Similarly, he mentions afterwards the necessity of avoiding certain lunar
positions in its epicycle in the eclipses when finding these intervals [B. f.
41r], which are the positions in which [the Moon] can traverse equal arcs
on the ecliptic during equal periods while [the Moon] does not complete a
return in its anomaly, and this is the case when

53 "Let us grant that [two] intervals [between pairs of eclipses] are found to be precisely
equal in time". er. PtA, p. 176.
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• the Moon begins from the apogee of its epicycle in the first eclipse
and ends in the perigee in the second eclipse, and begins from the
perigee in the third [eclipse] and ends in the apogee in the fourth
[eclipse]; or

• it traverses an identical arc in its epicycle in both time intervals; or
• it traverses two equal arcs provided its distances from the apogee

and the perigee are the same, i.e. the distance of the [lunar]
positions in the first and fourth eclipses are symmetrical with
respect to the apsidal line (ai-khatt ai-marr bi-i-bu'd ai-ab'ad wa
'i-aqrab), as well as the [distance of the lunar] positions in the
third and fourth [eclipses],

[Thus Ptolemy concludes that], in each of these three positions, the Moon
must traverse two equal arcs on the ecliptic in two equal intervals, while
not completing a return in its epicycle.54

[7.2.] [Jabir b. Afla1)'s answer (fo1. 4Ir)]

[Against that, I say that] it is not necessary to avoid [these positions] and
to exhaustively investigate them because it is not possible for the Moon to
be in one of these positions while they search for these intervals, for the
first thing taken into consideration relative to the Moon is

54 Jiibir b. Aflai) is making a reference to the following text from the Almagest: "Secondly,
it is our opinion that we must pay no less attention to the moon's [varying] speed
(opOJ1.0r;). For if this is not taken into account, it will be possible for the moon, in many
situations, to cover equal arcs in longitude in equal times which do not at all represent a
return in lunar anomaly as well. This will come to pass [1] if in both intervals the moon
starts from the same speed (either both increasing or both decreasing), but does not
return to that speed; or [2] if in one interval it starts from its greatest speed and ends at its
least speed, while in the other interval it starts from its least speed and ends at its greatest
speed; or [3] if the distance of [the position of] its speed at the beginning of one interval
is the same distance from the [position of] greatest or least speed as [the position of] its
speed at the end of the interval, [but] on the other side. In each of these situations there
will again be either no effect or the same effect [in both intervals] of the lunar anomaly,
and hence equal increments in longitude will be produced [over both intervals], but there
will be no return in anomaly at all. So the intervals adduced must avoid all the above
situations if they are to provide us directly with a period of return in anomaly". Cf. PtA,
pp. 177-8.
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• that its speeds (masfr) during the first and second eclipses - i.e.
those which contain a same interval - were the same (masfr
wii/:zid), thus they considered that [the Moon] had returned during
the second eclipse to its position during the first, so that the
interval contains an integer number of lunar returns in its epicycle;

• and [secondly] that its speeds (masfr) during the third and fourth
eclipses were also exactly the same, thus they considered that [the
Moon] had returned [to the same position] in its epicycle.

This condition makes it impossible (battala) for the Moon to be [Es2 f.
47r] at the apogee during the first and fourth eclipses and at the perigree
during the second and third [eclipses].

The two remaining positions - i.e. that the Moon traverses exactly the
same arc in its epicycle in both intervals, and that it traverses two equal
arcs [in its epicycle] provided that its distances from the apogee and the
perigee wer-the same - are invalidated by the condition that the [Moon's]
speed during the first two eclipses differs from that of the other two
eclipses. In both positions that [Ptolemy warned against], the Moon's
speed in the first two eclipses must be the same as that in the other two
eclipses. However, this is in disagreement with the condition established.
If these conditions on the Moon's speed are established for the suggested
intervals, there is no basis for [Ptolemy's] claims about avoiding and
exhaustively investigating [these positions] for the Moon, nor for the Sun.
This is the method the ancient astronomers followed in order to find the
[lunar anomaly] period.

[8.] [On the lunar periods obtained by Hipparchus]

Ptolemy mentioned that Hipparchus found this period to be 126,007 days
plus one equinoctial hour. This period contained 4267 [lunar] months [B.
f. 41 v], 4573 complete [lunar] returns in its anomaly and 4612 [lunar]
revolutions on the ecliptic less approximately 7 1/2° which are the degrees
by which the Sun falls short of completing 345 revolutions, these
revolutions being relative to the fixed stars. Hence when they divided the
number of days found for this period by the number of months contained,
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the mean [synodic] month was obtained as approximately 29;31;50,8,9,20
days.55

When the number of days in a month is multiplied by the minutes the
Sun traverses during one day with its mean motion i.e.
0;59,8,17,13,12,31 - it gives the longitude the Sun traverses during a mean
month. If the degrees of one cycle - i.e. 360° - are added to the previous
longitude, [Es2 f. 47v] this gives the longitude traversed by the Moon
during a mean month with its mean motion. When this value is divided by
the number of days in a month, the lunar mean motion in longitude during
one day - i.e. approximately 13;10,34,58,30,33,30° - is obtained. When
the solar mean motion during one day is subtracted from this, it gives the
mean motion of the elongation between both during one day, i.e.
12; 11 ,26,41 ,20, 17,57°. When the number of complete revolutions in the
anomaly contained in this period is multiplied by the degrees of one cycle
and the result is divided by the number of days in this period, the [arc] of
the epicycle the Moon traverses during one day - 13;3,53,56,29,38,30°
approximately - is obtained. 56

[9.] [On the lunar anomaly period in latitude (fol. 41v)]

As for the Moon's motion in latitude, the ancient [astronomers]
determined it by looking for two lunar eclipses with the same magnitude,
exactly the same anomaly, the same occultation both to the north and to
the south and almost exactly the same node. By fulfilling these conditions,
the Moon's nodal distance in the first of the two eclipses must necessarily
be the same as its distance in the other [eclipse] from the same node and
the same side. Therefore, this interval contains [an integer number of]

55 "However, Hipparchus already proved, by calculations from observations made by the
Chaldeans and in his time, that the above relationships were not accurate. For from
observations he set out he shows that the smallest constant interval defining an ecliptic
period in which the number of months and the amount of [lunar] motion is always the
same, is 126007 days plus I equinoctial hour. In this interval he finds comprised 4267
months, 4573 complete returns in anomaly, and 4612 revolutions on the ecliptic less
about 7" 1/2, which is the amount by which the sun's motion falls short of 345
revolutions (here too the revolution of sun and moon is taken with respect to the fixed
stars). (Hence, dividing the above number of days by the 4267 months, he finds the mean
length of the [synodic] month as approximately 29;31,50,8,20 days)". Cf. PtA, pp. 175
176 and supra n. 26.

56 These values can be found in Almagest IV.3. Cf. PtA, p. 179.
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Moon returns in latitude and of the epicycle centre in the inclined orbit.
[Ptolemy] stated that Hipparchus found these [B. f. 42r] two eclipses by
means of these conditions. He found that the period between the two
[eclipses] contained 5458 months and 5923 returns in latitude.57 When this
interval is divided by the number of returns in latitude, the return period is
obtained. When the number of degrees of a circumference [Es2 f. 48r] 
i.e. 360° - is divided by the previous value, the result is the distance the
Moon traverses with its mean motion in latitude during one day - i.e.
13;13,45,39,40,17,19°. In this way, the ancient [astronomers] knew the
lunar motions in longitude, anomaly and latitude.58

8. Edition

8.1 Ms. Escorial 910 39v - 42v

... [Es1 f. 39v]

[~y.l\.)J J~\.) w)U;,.\~~A ~\;).)] [.1]

J ~\ ~y.l\ .)J J~\ ~ ~\ ~ ~~ ~\ \.J~J wJ

'l.J~ ohlJ A.5.~ eJ...r.J\ ~ 0A hl)\ y..:r.JI ~ 4..:l5.~ ~

~) hl)\ y..:r.JI ~ ~~ ~ \~ ~ hl.J ~.JC- ~ ~.JC

~l u~ La J&\ ~.JC- u~ -ill~J 1.A~\.J ~\ J A..JlS.~

J ~ -ill~ 0A J.ll...J\ .u ~.JC- 'l ~ u~ ~.J Y~I ~1.J J~\

57 "Nevertheless, having already determined the period of return in anomaly, Hipparchus
again adduces intervals containing [an integer number] of months which have at each
end eclipses which were identical in every respect, both in size and in duration [of the
various phases], and in which there was no difference due to the anomaly. Thus it is
apparent that there is a return in latitude too. He shows that such a period is contained in
5458 months and 5923 returns in latitude". Cf. PtA, p. 176.

58 Cf. Almagest IV.3. (PtA, p. 179).
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~ -.>.1.J..ll11 ~ jSy:. ojyJ :u.l~ [Es I f. 40r] 0 -.>.1.J.fl ~ ~ <Gj.JC

(.J..;:J\ ~ .. 1..»\ ~~ ~i JjW\ ~ 0a o.ll,J\ J.J (.J..;:JI ~

~i ~)\ .&..JS..? ,)1 (.5~1 .&..JS..? 0a ~jJI u tA)\ ~.J .cl\~.J

.cl\j ~~ ~\ .&..JS..? ,)1 ~)\ .&..JS..? 0a ~jJ\ u tA)\ 0a \~

Jljj U)l;. ~1 uP O-.>.1.J.fl ~ 0a ~~\ ~I ~ .&..JS..? J ~

~ ~ <Gj.JC utAj AJJ'Ul J1 ~ u~ ~ ~ .. tA.ll1\ ~ (.J..;:J\

.cl\j u~ J 1.J~.J (.J..;:J\ ~ ~ 0 -.>.1.J.fl ~ jSy:. oj.JC.J 0 -.>.1.J.fl

tili lAS ~I ~~\ <ili...J;) ~ ~y ~\ wl.9~

~ ~.us.? ~i 0a J\..?i~) J..,1J\ ~ ~\ ~~~)~] [.2]
[ 0 -.>.1.JjJ

~ ~ .&..JS.~ uP J ~.J -.>.1.J.fl ~ ~ ~Y...J ~\ u1£ W.J

0a 4..;llAj ~ ~.J o.J;)\.J1..c ~Y'J~ J.J~\ Jl:J1.9 JlyJ ~) (.J..;:JI

4..JlAj ~ ..~ ~l:U.o ~ ~t.::J\ ~ ,Q\1\ ~\ 11 k ~\ 'h.J\. ,-?.J Y'J ~ .J . ....r . ($'. .J .J .

.l.l\" ... L. -.::...Jt.::J\ ·t.::JI k .11 59{ 'h.J\} ~l 11 ~ ,~~\ ~I .
~..J-l.4 y:::>7 .J '-F y.J . . ($'. .....r . (,)A

..~ ~\)I.J ~~\ ~\ ~l k)\ j~\ .cl\j 0a 4..;llAj ~ ~.J

~ ~ J.J~\ k)\ j~\ ~l ~~\ ~I 0a 4..;llAj ~ ~.J ~l:U.o

~ ~ .&..JS..? ~ .u .;J\ J\..?~I o~ ~ 0a w\j.J~1 0a W§.J ~

~l ~\ ~i o-.>.1.J.fl ~ 0a tU~\ ~I 0a y.~ ~i ~ (.J..;:JI

0a ~I ~ r1U.J u~)\ ulj~\.J '-;-l...;9~\.J ~~I u\~\ IA~

59 In the margin in Ms. Es I.
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0±!..;A ~..,....s. u~ ~.J.J~\ uLc)1 -ilij ~ ~ ~ Lc.Ji11 ~

~.J~I w\~\ o~ u-a ~i Ihl.J \~~~ ~I ~ u~

o ~ ~ . j .J1..c ~.J .1:".1\ . ·1.1.'1 I,.. A.....l "·.1:..~ I> ·C::iJI");.J I..,? ~ u.a U;i-'-?-l cs- . lJo""':i •. .J~

J.J~\ ~ <UA~..JA ~j ~tJI wy.o&J\ ~

~ hl.J Js ~ ~I ~ 01..>=J ~..,....s. I~ u~ •

h\.J~

~y.o&J\ ~ o~ ~~)'\ ) ~yJI ~ U1~ ~'1 •

·.1" ~\U::'.J

uJ3~1 ~ '-fill u Lcjl1 4..,L..·~ ~ '-fill uLc)1 u~.J •

~ ~Lc)\ 01~ ~ C.J...r.J\ ~ u-a ~\ ~.J.

.• ~. "~4.:ctJ\ \ .J~\U::U:!.J ~.:r .J .J
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~ o.J:!J..ll ~ ~ jte, ~.J d\~ 1..,...Jc ~I o~ ~ d\j IJ~J Ij~

~l &1)\ u~\ ~J J}ll ~ <U.a ~Y' ~J ~t::JI u~1

~\ o~ I~ Jt:i..o.J d\j ..•....\ ~t::JI. ~ <U.a~-.s- . ~J r..s- Y'

.A;J\ a..biiJ Y \.A 4..bii \.A jS jAJ ~ Y ~ ...J 7>"p1j .J:!J..liJ1 ~ ~

'-,?l j a..bii CJy11 ~ jSjAJ {''1 a..bii '-:J..ll I .A;JIJ Y 6. a..bii ~'J I

y\.A {''l '-,?\j k CJy11 ~ jSjAJ '-:J.J'JIJ ~'JI .A;J~ ~W\ WIJ

~J ut5.J y\..b~ U~J'J\ ulj4--J\ ~J [Es l f. 40v] y6.

~J y\..b y6.J y6. ut5. ~~ (.5hl ~ ~J'JI ~~\ ~ ~\

~ ~J y\..b {''lJ {''l ut5. ~~ (.5hJ ~ l>.!y..'JI ~~\

lifij La~ A""'-U'JI w\j~1 ~ .hJy:;JI

~ye ~l ~t::JI u ~I ~ 0 .J:!J..ll ~ ~ jte, ~ ~I 01 J.i\j

~t::J1 . ~ <U.a~ 1\ \ .11 . ~ J ~I\ . ~ <U.al.,? ye ($'. & Y l.,?J J l.,?
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C~----<>----<>=--------=::;.oj

Figure 13: Fa!. Es 1 40r.

~.J un ~ J}J\ ~ ~Yl # ~:t; ~j ~ ~ uJ .J .u~y

. ' Jb~ \)\. ~ 61\.:il\ .~ ..L~ .\.:ill
~ ~ c..r.J ~ c..r Yl.J. <..F

~}.A.lIA ..~ ..b f''J un ~..,3 ufl J f'Y:! U~.J~ U}i~1 J lk-i

0fi~\ U}i~ ~ ~\ ~ Ui f'Y:!.J J\j ..I.b ..b ~ ~yil

~..,3 ~tJl .) .J}jI ~ ~)\ 4.:lS..?-:l i: .J..r.J1 ~ lJA ~.J~\

..W un ~"~ 1.,_ ~ .,~,II ~'J\ ~ I' 'iLi· . ~ ~
• ..T ~.J-l l.>;.'-'-' c...r:.J.J U l..I? (jA.J ~.J

~ ~jJ ~\.:il\.J ~~I AS.yJ\ ~ ojyj ~jJ w.\hl Jb ~.J

..<~,a ".~.~I~,.:.. . ~~\' .. 11 ~. ~\ AS. .- I1 ..<~. \.,j~
U~~ ~ c..r i:.JYJ (jA ~ ~ ~ u..,....,

~.J\y ~)I AS.yJ\ ~ ~y .)}J\ o~\ ~ ~ ~\ ~yil\

4....w\.:il1 o~\ 't. - L::. ~.I\ .::I\ ..L ~i .~ t.._ ~ ~.II ~'J\
~ c..r~~ ~.Y'"'.J. ~..T ~.J-l ~

Jb ~ 1.._ ~ ~.I\ ~'J\ A..J \. L, -'\ AS. ._11' ".~
~ ~.J3 ~.J-l ~ ~.JY ~y ~ t...F~

wl;,. \\.Q . ~ ~ \.l...:o \Q ~ • ~ \yl t I .. ~ .. ~\ ..Ca-r ~.J J'".J ~.J ~ ~ U~
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wy..&1\ ~ .A; ~ o.J:U.fl dill ~ ~\ U~ J -...:iliJ\ uA~ "1

(:.JL::J\ .~ 4.l.a~ '1 1)1. ~ J ~\ . ~ 4.l.a~ '1 'L::J\'-? ..Y" ~< ~ '-?.J .J '-? ..Y" ~< c..,r
o~.J.fl dill ~ ;;jyJ\ .)c jlj ..).§ ~\ u1£ d -...:iliJ1 l,)A f'Y:! ~jS.J

J ~i ~L::J\ ;;:W\ ~ Jb ~ U'J~.J ~.J~I ;;:W\ ~ y~ ~ U'J~

~.J ~ ~ .)c ~L::JI ~.J y~ ~ .)c J.J~\ wy..&1\ ~ u~

. .::11 ~iJ . _c::~... ~ I... 1)1 . Jlj~ I... (:.JL::JI
(.)'Q U'JY"" u~ ~ r..s- ~ -.r.J r..s-

~ ~.J~I ;;:W\ ~ ~tJl ).Jj~1 .)c ;;jJlj cJ,:JJ ~\ C.J...r.J1 dill

.::1\ yL wJl "~ 1•._ ~ ~.I\ ~"11 ~ \ ' L. J\ 4.5. .- '1 'U'JY"" .J. U'J.:r ~.J-l ~ ~.J">: ~y ~ LP

~\ ~.J\)~ ~)\ 4.5.yJ\ .)c ~y ~L::JI ;;:W\ ~ ;;jJ\ j cJ,:JJ ~\

,~ 1 'oIl t . .::1\· I '\..9:iJ\ ..c:: ... J\j "~ \ ..- ~
~.JY ~ ~Y"" ~ ~ U~ ~ U'J.:r~.J-l

~ ~~ U::G:WI ~ u1£ d f'Y:! [Es 1 f. 41r]~ ~j~.J

.u~ lij) La ~j.J f'"1 w1£ y b.J f'"1 ~ y b ~ hi ~1 hl.J

J Ut!~ ~~ U::G:WI l,)A 60;;h\.J ~ J J;J l,)A f'Y:! ~jS.J

~1 ~ ~jS oh\ \ .~.~ ~\:j > ~ 1.. '0. ;;h\ ~ , _c::~.
~ ~ .J.J ~ j~ ~ ~ .J U.".,..

~j ~1 [;;]jJ\j.J ~.J~ C.J...r.JI dill ~ ~.J.u1\ dill jSyJ ~\:j W\j~

~tJ\ 1 j~\ 1... .lJ'~ ~.II ~ LJ..JI ..::1\
j .J r..s- ~Y ~~.J ~

jjc .)c U::G:WI (.5hl uLaj 1~ 4.i...aJI o~ .)c ~j I.J~.J L..J.g

'+al;1 jjc .)c ~ \j}! ;;hl)1 ;;jyJI uLaj cft ~"1\ wby:.
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~I ~ La <:y... \~j.;.. U~-J 4.:lLa ~ ~-J ohl-J oYI..) ~\j.;..j

La ..)..).c ~ 0:W1 ~ ~yI I~ -clJ~-J hl)\ ~~I ~ 0 .J:!-Jij ~ u-a
ULa)\ -clJj ~~ Ij~ .b.....)\ ~I ULaj <:y... .J~I u-a ~
~ La -clJj u-a ~\ uts hl)\ ~~\ ~ ~)\ ~\ 4.SyJ

\j~ ~\ ~ ~ .b.....)\ ~\ ULaj ~ ~)\ ~~ ~I

uts I~j.;.. U~-J 4.:lLa ~ ~-J ohl-J oyb ~\j.;..j -clJj ~l ~j

-clJj ~ Ijij .b..... .11 .. ~.II -La - - J.U\ - ..-':1\~ La • A~'_ All
~, Y~U.J~ y=~~ ~ c:-:--

hl)\ ~~I ~ J#I ~~ La <:y... .b.....)\ ~\ ~~j ..)..).c ~

t?jJI t?.J-JJ1\ uLa)1 ~\~I ~ ~La.illl ~ t?jJ\ ~..;b11 .JA> \¥

~:ll-J J~\ ~ .:Gts.? .J:!..)t.i.a ~l 4..l.a U~

[4Jc~\~~\~\t~}i\~] [.4]

[t~}il o~ ~ (,)'J~ ~-J] [.4.1]

..fij La-J t?.J-JJ1\ uLa)1 I~ ~1~1 ~ (,)'J~ ~ ~ La Q-J

~ - .. -.:1\ -.<. -j - -·._~_I\ ~:l\ - ~ - ~ :j
(j'l ~ U..J-":i U (j'l .J~ -J ~ (j'l ~ U.J'?o ~ ~

A.l.a}i\ ~ <:-JyJl ~ u-a ~ ~ J ~ t La) ~ o.J:!-Jij

i)~~.) -clJj-J~I ~ ..)~:l-J ~-J~ ~ ~-J1.....W..J\

~'l\ ~I u-a l5~ J-J'l\ u~1 ~ ~I u~ u'~ •
~ U~-J y')'ll ~I ~l ~tJ\ u~1 ~ ~-J
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~I ,)1 ~I)I ~ ~J 1..:-l..PJ\ ~\ L.ro t.s~ ~tJ\

)~~I

L~ .>.!J.lll1 ~ L.ro lJ::W~1 L.ro ohlJ ~ ~ ~ J •
)~ohIJ

.llt...J\ . .llt...J\ ~ I......U..a . ~ I......U..a . .Q. L;;. . i •. u.a . ~J J ~J ~..r ~ U

w~1 ~ o~yc u~ J ~i I..:-l.)~\ ) ~~I

) ~~\ ~i hlJ ~ ~ lP ~~ ~I)IJ JJ~I

~1Y'l \~ 1..:-l.)~1

~. • L;;, .. -.:1\ ..<:. ·i ~\ t~ ~\ o~· hI Js. ~ ·.Uu.a ~..r""' U~ U J u.a J c.r ("~
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.i ·.C. . ..1 .u~ 0 .<j (.$~I ~'jl '".- ~.I\ 11' t:b..J .. .la
u~~ ~ ~ ~ J.J~c.s'.U~ ~~

0~ t ~J~I o~ L.ro hlJ ~ '$.JJjJI uLajl1~ ~ ~I u~

u~ J '$.JJjJI uLa)1 I~ ~ ~ ~1 [Es 1 f. 41v] UJ~ La J)

.;b:J1 L.ro ~I ~ JJ~I ~ o~ ~ .;tJ\ w~\ ~ ~I ~

u~ J ~I)I w~\ ~ ~bSJ o.>.!J~ ~ ~ j\.c ~.J 01:1~
~ . ~ j\.c ~ .J w 4..J "•. 1~. : ~tJ\. j 0 ~ ~ 0c.r ~ .u=::~ c.r ~ ~ ~
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61 0.A!
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...YU .J. '-:? . U"""' <...P'-l.J u:::-~ (j4 .J U""

[_Iai' l::.. I \~ .. _IL.· ~t.llJ·i .] [633]c...- lY. y . ~.J -.s-- (.)'l~ ~ .' u.,r ...
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.A;J\ ue- .A;JI ~.JL..;u..J lk.JL..;u. ~~ 0 .J:U.fl ~ u-a U:!J~I u-a
'1 ~m' ',1...~ h ~.I1 ~\ ~~ ~\ -b,1 .~ '-l \~~I ~~\u (j'l (".../":I"' .J ~ l....J ..r-.J . ...r .J '

~~ C.J...r.J\ ~ u-a lk.Jl....U.J1 U::G~\ .) c.b9 j§ ~\ lJ~

.uc. ~ \.., La ,_ ~ 'j.~ • . ~ ~\ . ~ ~ _I • ~ L..;u.
,- ~ 'T' ~~ ..r-.J~ r..r ~ r.J lJ::U:!.J

~ \~ J u-a rA.Jh.J

~,·.. 1\ ~l..i....a q. ~.u ·.C _I.J ~)\ \~ I' ~~. ~I ~I
~ r..r U:!..}4J (..)-":: i . .Y' (j'l~ '-# .J

.&\ ~~ uJ~.JA.) ~ ~~ o..;:t-~.J \~ ~ ~~ ~~.J

[~yJI .) ,-#.J.J.lJ\ ~\ utAj.)] [.8]

~y.o& U:H o~ \~ u~ lA fi.J.{\ ~La.ill\ 0~ ~yJI ~ ~.? L.J.J

~~\ u~.J 1-b,1.J~ ~\ ~ u-a ' .,,,Si,J\ )~ u~ U:!~

u-a o-b,l.J~ ~ , .,,,S·,,JI u~.J ..>:!.J..lll1~ u-a~ o-b,l.J~ .)

("Y:! .h.Jy:;J1 o~ t ~~ 0~ ~ o-b,l.J o~ ~.J y~\ ,) JLa..:;J\

~ o.A;J 4.J~ o~\ u-a ~~ J,) ~ ~\ ~ u~ J 0.J.J~

~ o~\ db ..(~... \.~'. :1._1\ db . ~ \. ..._. o~\ db' ~ 'I
~ U~ ~~ r..r~ (j'l'?

.)c o~1 db~ \~~ o..>:!.J.fl ~ jS~.J ~yJ\ .) ~\ wl~~

I~ ~yJ\ .) ~)\ ~l 4.5..? ~ft ~yJ wl~y:. ~~
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~;l\-, [Es l f. 42v] J..,b1\ ~ ~\ wts..?' ~La~1 ~.J~ li-!.):J\

~~\-,

~\.i.) ~-' \~.» ~ ~ .l:o.\..,J1 ("~\ ~ J..,b1\ ~ .us..?' t:alg

u~-,} ~I.J u~-, ~-' ~LJ u~-, uW-, ~LJ u~-, ~)-'

~\.i.) ~-' \~.» ~ ~ ~'J\ ~-' 63{~,.)1......J u~-, ~b.
~-' ~\.J u-,~-, ~-' ~LJ u~ -' ~-' ~LJ u~-, ~-'

~-' ~LJ u~)-, ~-' 4.¥,.) o~ ~-' \~.» ~ ~ ~~I

~\.J u~) -' ~W-' ~LJ u~-,

8.2 Berlin version
... [Es2 f. 43v, B. f. 38v]

[~~\ ~-' J..,b1\ ~ w)U:,.\~~~~\~)~] [.1]

~ J ~i ~~\-, J..,b1\ ~ ~\ ~ ~A ~\ ~-' W-'

~.JC 'J -'~ o.l:o.l-, AS...?' C-,y1\ ~ u-a .l:o.1..,J\ ~...:r.JI ~ .us..?'

4,:jts..?' ~) .l:o.\..,J1 ~...:r.JI ~ ~A J:J I~ ~ .l:o.\ -' ~.JC ~

J~\ 1\· -(. La ·~·(i A..:lc ~ \Co • -(. -cl.I~ lA' i 1 - . I~- iI..S",U..J""':t ~ ~U..J""':t -' ~-'~-'

4,:j").JC J ~ -cl.I~ u-a J.ll....l\ .u ~.JC 'J ~ ufi.J ,.)§-' y ~\ ~j-,

63 In the margin in Ms. Es2
.
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& u-a 66{o.lWI} ~JJ (.Jy1\ ~ ~ 65A.:j~yJ A.il~ 64{~I} ~

. J _. ;;._ . j La~\ .1:,·.a ..11 ~ \. i ,~ ~ W ·'-·WI
U~ ~ '-:? ~ ~ (.J.../!"' ~..» c..s- ~ c...J-l

I.J~.J (.Jy1\ ~ ~ A.:jJ.JC.J ~I ~ A.:j~.JC 0Laj 4.9ytA cJj ~

~\ ~ ~I A.b.~ ~ ~~ 67{~~\ w1j~q ~m 0~ ui
\.ili 1.A5.

J .U\ '.us. .L i· . La L .ii~ -" dO';\\ • i .[ ~ ~ ~ LR" (,)A c-' cU. ->J.J ~~ u -.r] [.2]

~~.J ~ ~~.J ~../'-'l ~~ ~i ~ w1£~ ~ 01£ W.J

0~ ~I.b.j .bi:l ~j ~ ~WI & ~ .u 0~ 0\ 68{~J ~jlA

..<~, '.<, La ~ ' ..a . .<, 1.' 0 .Lt:i.a ~tJI '.<, La t \ ' ..a
U~.J U~ . ~ U~ ~...J""" _ .J U~ ../'-'l ~

• W\ & . (...J \~\Tl ~\ ~\TI ~\ l.aAl .Gbi:JI . \.:jtA
~ (,)A . ..F • .J. . U u

l.aAl '. ,-,< .- '1 70{. -tA} . ~ - t .••a .u5. . .<-. 69{.~}.J u;-'-'...?'-' l.»l U:H .J-1A ~ ~ U~ U .J

~ ~.J\T\ ..biJ1 o~ 0~ ~WI .ill9..l1 \~ u-a 0~.J\T\ 01j~1

.u5. t \. \..a .u5. ..<-, -,1\. ~ ~·.~I.b.\ • La L .ill9..l\ \~
~ ../'-'l (,)A ~ ~ u~ ~ c..r u- _ c-' ~.J .

~tJ\ ~\.J ~lli.a ~../'-'l ~~ ~.J cJ.J\T \~ji.J\ .u5.~ cJj

64 Interlineal correction of"y-J.llll.ill!" by "olj)\:b.I" in Ms. Es2.

65 Ms. Es2 "y-J.lll1 .ill! .fi.r".

66 Ms. B.....l"...ll".

69 In the margin in Ms. Es2
; Ms. B. "~".

70 Ms. B. "~I.lA>".
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[~.J-'~\ ~\ <.J'.Aj~J~ y'.A~\ ~~] [.3]

[y...J4 ~-,] [.3.1]

~ ~i j.JhA w§.J Js ~ y;:J\ ().cl ~\ ~ rW J ~~ ~

<.Jfi:J ~~ ~~ <.J~ ylA~\ ~ cu~\ ~\ o~ ().cl ~

72{wts~\} o~ ().cl o~\.J A£..?' 71{~} ~I.J Js ~ ~\ A£..?'

~ j\.c. [Es2 f. 44r] ~ .J y;:J\ ().cl ~\ ~ ~~ ~ cu~\

B.] JJ'l.\ w~1 ~ 4..iA~.J4 ~j ~W\ & ().cl ~tJ\ w~1

. j ..::1\ ~tJ W\j ~ .'.\~.<'l\' ~.I\ o:WI ~ -, i [f. 39rcs- ~ ~ ~ u::-~ U:H '-S""" U .J,. ..

~ ~.J.J~\ ~\ <.J'.Aj ~ Jy--=JJ ~}l\ w1j~\ .b.Jy:.] [.3.2]
[c:lii~ y4- <.;?i.J

71 Ms. B. "~".

72 Ms. Es2 "L.6y..lI".

73 Ms. B. "~".
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u:J3'1\ ~y-5JI ~ ~yJ ~l:...a •

. ~ ~ ~ '11 wlj ..cll I>~' • tJ1\ . t;iJI . .c~. •
~.J ..J ~ U:H U U U..,......J

~

~ lJA Ufl~\ UfltA lJA o,b,l.J JS ~ ~\ ~.J.

t:ab wl.J.J~ t:el.J~ 4.:ab wl.J.J~ t:el ~.J~ ~ ~.Jyll

~.J~ wl.J.J.ll1 ~ o~\ j ~.J

~ ~1.c .J9 ~I J 1# ~~yJ\ .h.J~1 I>~ ~ ~j ~.J Ijl.J

W ~1.c ~.Gi ~. WI & . o,b,1 A...b.ii 11 "1' '11 ..,,~.q
~ .J . (..)-'=I (J-C.J r..s-. ~.J u::-~

. o,b,1 Js; ..Ca W 4..l4 ~~ A...b.ii 11 . . '1\ .'. \~ ..q . j(J-C .J u~ ~ ~ r..s-.~.? u::-~ c.r

~. W\ & . . .::11 4.:ab w\~ ~. ~ ~I . ~~I
.(..)-'=1 ~~ ~ ~~.J L»J

~I .h.J~\ I>~ ~ rJ.J ~..;b1\ \~ ~La.illl ue ()"l~ fi~

~ rJ uts 0l.J ~).b.JI wljy-5JI ~ ~ wtsyJI I>~ ~ tAufij

0l.J wljy-5JI I>~ ~~.,lb.b.J~II>~ J~~I 74~ ~~

.Gi ~ 0!i lJA t:ei.J wl~yJ\ r W ue ~ rJ ~I I>~ ~ ~ rJ

lJA o,b,l.J Js; 75{U~} .h.J~\ I>~ ~ ~··."U'JI wljy-5JI I>~ w.its \jl

74 Ms. Es2 "11l.".

75 Ms. Es2 "u~".
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o jSy:. J~ j (: y i oyb ~J 78C);U.1l} ~~ ~A ~\ ~

jS~J y.)'JIJ ~'J\ ~~ :.,WI ~IJ j ~ (:Jyll ~ jSy:.J

(: ~ y.)'JIJ i A...bii ~'J\ ~IJ j (: 0 i iu. (:Jyll 79{~}

lh:.. ~J j Y~~ y i oylj u~~~ j A...bii u-a (:y...ilJ

~ ~I ~J ~J'JI 0!j~1 j y ~ u~ jj J yj

~ ~ ~ -.:..JtJ\ wyo&ll ~J L ~ ~ JJ'JI wyo&ll

~i [Es2 f. 44v] ~i 1..:lpj La ~ ~I LJil1.A ~ 80{0..»'-'J}

w~1 ~ ..;h:J\ u-a ~\ ~ 0..»'-' ~ L A...bii ~ o..»'-'J U~

U~JI......::I.o Ut:J~IJ &1)\ ~ 81{~i} 0..»'-' ~ -.:..JtJ\ ~ 0..»'-'J ~tJl

82{A..J 1......::I.o} . .1\ ~. 1-- .d • L:;II
~J (:J~ UA ~ c---' J

76 Ms. Es2 ":i:.I.:i".

77 Not in Ms. Es2
•

78 Ms. Es2 " •.J:!J.li".

79 In the margin in Ms. B.

80 Ms. Es2 ".I.J:!""J".

81 Not in Ms. B.
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<>------<)----~....=-------_"';;>Oj

Figure 14: Fo!. B. 39v.83

"
1\ \)1 . \. ',,_. ~ 11 '1.::111 w·<I\ . ~t.e ~ .uj J -t!

cS. & ~J ~ c: '5'. <..r ~ ~ ...J9
1.·.._. ~
~ (.)-Q

.utAy

,l,u _I '1 .b~ I~ A..J9 ·.CI.. ~ 11 ·tJI ..~..w _I .\ .J- r- U, J ~ - ~ c: cS, <..r c.,r "r- u.
. "~I ". i L i .' ~ I~ A..J9 '.< .1.. ~ 11 1)1 .l»l U ~ 0.a.9 t ~"~ (.)-Q '5', & ~

84{~'l 1)1 L.JtJI· ·tJI t' ~I' ",1\ . i ." t......L1..a
. ." 'f & J U:HJ <..r J U J c.»: '-?" r..rc l.~J:U

86{ 'l ". i ~i' ." t......L1..a t .b L...Q 85{. .<",'l . i .cll~
~'f U . (.)AJ ~J (.)-QJ c: ..r U.".....J U

2Ji ~i t (.)-Q~ ~ 87{o~} ~G...a.bJ c:~ ~ ~\

.b c: ~~ (SAl ufl.b?\ La .)c c:? ft~\J ~~ ~ ~Ai

83 er supra n. 20.

84 Ms. Es2 "~".

86 Ms. Es2 ".»""".

87 Ms. Es2 ".~".
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~jl ~tJ\.J o~4j ~)\ ~I A.S.? c.} ~jl [B. f. 39v] t ~.J

L .. 11 A.S .- '1 ..(~.. i ~ . ~ LClA .bj"J\ ~LS W l:A~ 1..;,
~.Y ~ c.J..J-"'"' c.J ...J c.J:!-':!.J c.J .J ~

oj"J1 . ~\ .. ::11 A.S ..(~.. i -ill~ ~ 89{4.-J LClA} 88{1 ...;,}
~ ~ ~ ~ .? c.J..J-"'"' c.J . . ~~.J ~

J ~i ~ ~I 90{t~} ~tJ\ c.} 4.::&yJ 4jJ~ <J.J~\

.b L....~ 91{1 .. '.\ : ~1. •.~.II .. 11 ~ '.( ~ "~"'I . ~ I '.11C ..r ~ Y Yf U;:-'-' C.J~ ..r.JA ~ c.J:!-':!.J y

.. 11 ~. ,~~\. ~j"J\ ~ . ~ • L..~ ~ .. ::11 ..(.;, ~
C.J~ (.)A c.J:!-':!.J c.J:;l-l ~ '-? r::-- ~ c.J~ \.... ~.J

L....~ \ ....k., ~ , .ll.ll ...;''''l~..:.~\ ~ 1 .. ~ ... 1 ._~I\ · ..~I~..:..· .~
..r ~ .. Y c.J:! U::"'-'........,., \....~~ ~.J~ ~..r

, ~j"J\ ~ . ~ .. 11 ~. • L..~ ~ .. ::11 -. i~ ,~~ ~ .b
c.J:;l-l ~ '-? C.J~ (.)A r::-- ~ c.J ..r.J \.... ~ C

. . .::11 ..C . i 93 ',( •. ';l -...ill.. 92{\ \. Q1. • ~ LClA' .~. ~ ~\
~ ~ c.J~ c.J ~ -e-'f c.J:!-':!.J ~..r c.J:!-':!.J

~ . ,~ \)\ w .(11 -illiS ~ . ,~ ·tJI w·(I\
~ r..s- & ..,.....,..... .J C ~ r..s- c.,r ..,.....,.....

c.}.J J.J~I c.} ~.JA <Jj ~tJI w~1 c.} ~I.c ~ 94{I~n ~ ~
-

~ . ~ ~\ . ~j"J1 . ohl JS -.::..JtJl. ~ ~ \\ \)\
~ c.J:!-':!.J c.J:;l-l (.)A .J.J '-? .JA is. &

95{ ,-, . i} \J~ i LA -illj 0 .lj~ .Q .• ::11 ~b GblJ::I:l-l c.J.J .J ~.J '-?~ ~

88 Ms. Es2 "~".

89 Corrected. Ms. 8., Es2 "L»i!...,Lu.:i..".

90 Ms. Es2 "t~".

91 Ms. Es2 "L..o.yji".

92 Ms. B. "\~".

93 Ms. Es2 "UbJI LJ-o!". Crossed out in Ms. B.

95 Not in Ms. Es2
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~1i:. ~ yaiJI ~ u~ ~ ~~\ ut!~\ .J~I ~] [.4]
[ w)U.:,.'i \

[~1 ~ y4- (Ift\] [.4.1]

c.J.el yaiJ\~ 0fJI ~.;JI 0:H 96{U)W\} uts W.., [Es2 f. 45r]

J}jl ~~ ~J yaiJ\ .A; rJ d ~..,~\ ~~\ ~ ~..,y1\ ~

J ~.., t ~.., ob C ~..,! 44?-jj U:!~\ ~'i\ t~ 97{~}

~\ uti~1 ~ ($.J..,.J.1\ ul.A)\ I~ y1.b ..,! 0.J~\ ut!~\ u.fij
- .. ... o.

f>' • ~\ L. -'I 4.S .- 11' \ ..~.< ~\ ~ - 98 . _;:1\ • I¥ __ "'~.Y ...r"-' U:H ~ .. y ...ru ~~

u~ Lais.., ~ y.) I.A.., yy"'J\.., ~~I ~\ tbii ~ ~lyJ\

. kJi ~ts I....l \~~\ kJ~\.A.l1\ -.1-;:'.' uti .<1\ . ~ . _;:1\ . \
(,,)-c. .....r ..,. . ~ (,,)-C ~ c..,r...ru ~~

.. _;:1\ ~ IOO{ ..<.1 ·i 99{o .}~ ·i .~ ~'i\c.r ...ru ~ U.>->-'J U .J"'~.. _ U ~ .J_

'-;-1;1.) IOI{~} ) ~..,~I U:!j~1 ~ -:.JtJ\ ~.., J..,~I w~\

(J'J~ .ftj I.A~~~

[ .• _11_. \ --I 1- -\~i b"'] [42](J'J~ (j19 c.s-- c...- ~ y . ~ ..

96 Ms. Es2 "u)l.:i;.I".

97 Ms. Es2 "JA".

98 Interlineal addition of ")I" in Ms. B.

99 Ms. B. ".~".

100 In the margin in Ms. Es2
.

101 Not in Ms. B.
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U:aii' '--l" Lu9 ..~II 4.S -. i L i . .~ ~\ '6...J\ ~.I\
(.)A • y.; ~ ~ y:. U l» ~ .J .J. ~ I..F'"

. j ·.C . i 103{ ..<.. - . ~ [-Ill} . ,~,< - .~~ 'j o~\ 4.S 102 j
c.s- U~ U ~ ~ ~ ..);!JWJ .J y:.

U:aii ~ ~y.o5Jl ~ .J ~ U::..i.J .J U:aii ~ ~t:i1\} u y.o5Jl

~,I\ U:aii 1- -.:..Jt:i1\ I04{u .('11 . ~ ..<. .i W '.<., o~1I..F'" u-o c.s- ~ '-:? U~ U .~.J .J

u~\ ~ I05{U~.J} j ~ U.a .J~ ¥ y ~ U.a lA~ ~

. U:aii .AJS '--l ~. lA.A.l I06{. JA} ~,II ~ ~ 1- 1)1
(.)A f' .. (.)A • c..r I..F'" ~ c.s- &

o~\.J ~ [B. f. 40r] ~ ~y.o5Jl ~.J ~ U::..i.J j ~

u)l;Jl l.:!.J~ f' .J lJ'l~ ~jJ ,:?~I -...:vwl u~ J .cll~ ~

~ u~jJ ~i ~i ~\.J ~ U.a u~.J t u-o lJ'l~ ~jJ ':?~\

u~ i ojL .~I 4.S .- '1 ..J •.J ~ ~ ..?-' ~

A.:atJ\ ).J}'11 ~ l::.Jyl\ ~ ~ cb! ~ yail\ u~ J .cllj ue f'»

.cllj.J ".J;u.l:l ~ ~ ~ rJ.J r:k.J~ ~~ l>.AuL.u.JI U:!J~I ~

~)\ j~\ ~ J}'11 u y.o5J\ ~ yail\ ~ye u~ ui f'Y:1~
-\(' . j . ~\ [Es2 f 45v] ~ .11 '6...J\ ~ -.:..Jt:i11 j 1. '.._.
~ ,-:?.J y:. . y .J. ,-:?.J ~

~ ~~~ f' t u-o .J .hii (.$~j &\)\.J ~t:i11 U.a I07{~I.J}

~I lJA ~\ ~.J~ r:k.J~ ~~ r:k.JL.u.J\ U:!J~\ ~ ,,_>:u.l:l

102 Ms. B ''c)!''.

103 Ms. Es2 "lfi..... ~".

104 In the margin in Ms. B.

105 In the margin in Ms. B.

106 Not in Ms. B.
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.
~ .Jh ~l 108{~\} t \.....:.o.J'11 hi ~ I~.J '-;-J.)'11 ) ~'11

o.Jb:...JI ~lyJ\ u-a ~yJl l~ J..?' ~ o~.J ~ ~.J <.J'l~

~~.J'11 o~ .}~

~ l~ 1.A ~\)\ ~t:iJ1 u-a ~tJI t>J1.} J~.ui ~j.J

o~ : .... y ~ ~ ·,11 ~~I . ~ '.', .i l09{1~\} .. . .. la
o..J- ~ ~ c..r u."......; U • ~ ~

o~ '1.A • I,..~~\ ' .•'., 1 .:~ 1. ,a • ". Gs .\ . \ '1\.JC u .J r..s-- • c..r U.,..... I.(t-l ~.JYJ u. ~ J-

\jl IIOJkJl o~ ~ AJI..:.. ~ts 1.A L·.. ·····i .. W\ l1 ~';l\• ~~U ~ •.

ul~ ~ _I \jl ~';l\ .. I:.·. ·i ·.C, ~b L. ·,11 ~~\ . i
~ ("". ~U l.>""""'":i ~~ ~

I- III I- ~ III

lJ-'l ~~4-a ufl Ul ~ ~ ';ll ~I ~';ll u\~.JC u-a 4...otJ

t:al \.ll.J\ . G\ ~';ll ~ u\ . l1~~ ul•.J.J c..r. . ~(,)A. ~

(,ill.}

•. ';l ..11 j§i· ..~\ h\ ' . .ll.u' i~ \.ll.J\ . L.ai
~ .J~ (,)A l»l LS. c..r lS .• U .J c..r

1\ •. ';l ... 11 - \;.,..i· . '1\ o~1 . _q '.ll.u ...1\ - \;.,.. i 1\c..s". ~ .J~ ~ (,)A LS..? c..r lS .•.J~ ~ (5".

~I ~\.t. J~\ .} o~L;)1 ~ ufi: lll{~.,l\ \~} u1! ~\ Jgi

108 Ms. Es2 ";(;)WI".

109 Ms. Es2 "~)".

110 Annotation in Ms. B.: "LyY'" Y.\'1-,~ L.A.h\ u~ u\ .;>c I".
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_~ ::_1. '1.S. - 4.:..:.6. ~b \ Ji ~':IIU·' _I 'I .cJ l1l1j
c.,r~U ~ J.JJ ~r'U, J

~. .ill 1 ':11 '1.S. tL i ~ i AI AI ~I. l.J.A ~ ~ U ..J J J~.J J

• - I........::1.a ' 'b~1 Wj1.S. 1 ... 113 · ..1 '_a 112{~} ~':I\<..J:!-l:1J ~U ~ ~ _

~\ U.a LJil~\ U.a oAI J Js ~ 114t.s~ J ~ (,ill ~ LJ J

~ ~IA\ . ~ ..<. l1~ k ' '.<. ':I ~\.llJ':I1 ,\ ~I k JIc.,r , c.,r U-"""':! ' -, J l.J.A U-"""':! ,U,.Y

I... -'Lg .~\ ~ ...11' ''11 j'.<. oJL)\~ .... 11
~ U, U _ '~ l.J.A..? c.,r U-"""':!J - -,~

~1.t. ~ 1. '-_. i....A.l\..::.:j J .UI~ , .(-, 4.:..:.6. l...oJ\ <b JI I~_ .~ -"""'"' U..,.... _ . .Y

~I . ~ ::- I - . 1.S. jl Jk. J3 U)L:J\ ' .(. . \ uC. . U)L:J\c.,r ~ ~ U , U-"""':! U ~ l.J.A

•.•1 '_a ~':II . I.~. .ill ~I '1.S. tL \~ \ W AI~ U:'" l.J.A ~ U ..J J _~.J J

\.j.~~J l1l1j J?,\ U.aJ ~) ~I (.)1.S. 0yb~~ ~.iI\ (.)1.S. ~J

[Es2 f. 46r] , '.( .-. lA 115{~li.J} .bth\ J3 .J -"'~' J3 W ' \l.J.A~ _ , ~ _ ~Y.

~ ~I 116J,..w.....Lg ~I I~ ~ 4.l~.-" "JI J.wl .J~I ~.b~':1\

~ ':I J ~I J&i U.a LJil~\ (.SAJ \~ J ~ [B, f. 40v] ~\

~ ~ LAj~\J ~I Jgi U.a (.Sft'JI o~\ \~J ~I Jgi ~J

~Ift\

...IL.J -- \..
0"~ y~~ ~

112 Interlineal addition in Ms. B.

113 Annotation in Ms. B.: "......)li;.';il u......;, ~\".

114 Annotation in Ms. B.: "..;..ill ~\".

115 Ms. Es2 "=4u:.".

116 Annotation in Ms. B.: "t~):<':;)I:; Ji tU Jl9 w;)Si J\ (ji\ L-,) J, .Yl.l~~ ';i u\ ~1".
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~ l,?.J.J.l11 uLa)1 \~ yl.b ~ o).~1 w1j~\ u-a ~ ~

hi ~ U:!J~\ 118{l5h j} ~ 117{y} ~I u~ .;1\ w1j~1

~.J .?~\ ~.J~\ j~1 ~ ~tJ\ o~\ ~ U~.J ~.J~\ U:!j~1

h ~.I1 ~I t~ ~\ hi.ul ~";ll. ~ Ih ~ ~m -·i ljj\ Cw.J c..?' .J •.J .J ~ ,-?, ~. U ~ .

.Jh La~ ";l y..J .JG.:;,.I ~ ~ ~.J o~\ 119{o~} yl.b ~ ~

o~ <:\~I ~ ~ ulS u-a 120{.IS.L} l,?.il\ 0:i.;1J1 y. \~ .u~ t:.ai.J

~.) ";l.J ~lyJI ~ ~ 0:i.;1J\ \~ 0i ~ ui~ ~.J •.t-f':u~\

. \ I!I I' ••~ l. __ ~. ~ l" f~ 11 . 1~ 1.' . 'WI
~.J U ~ '-5' 09" ,," ~.J ~~ UAU '-5"'. ~ <: u:lo..;1 '-H h

~ J~ ui~ UIS Wj .ui dl~.J ~ JP~ I~~ La.J

I.:i.::...J ...1 l21{\~. }.Li ·i ~.L. ~i~.lA -1£ JJ.~I\I~<: ~ ~.J lJA ~ y:. ~~ cS ..:r U y ~

~ JP \~ c-a U~.J jy..::J\ u-a 0:i.;1J\ \~ ~ <:~ La ~j ~

~i W\ l1 dl~' y ~ ~ - 1 y La.Ji1\ 1.. ~i ~.I\ ~ .UI 11cS •. lJA ~ ~ ("'"'.J ~ cS c..?' ~y= '-5"'.

'8'u:U "I .;1\ j~.J~\ ~ u-a ~\.l11 ~I Ji!.J 4..;l~ 0:i~

117 Not in Ms. B.

118 Ms. B. ".l.:o.l".

119 Interlineal addition in Ms. B.

120 Ms. B. ".ill.u.".

121 Ms. Es2 "~".
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~ ~\ u~ ~j ~m~ rlJ i..?.JJ~\ u~)\ I~ ~Iy.::w.\ ~ y~~\

~ ~ ~\ '~)I \\A\ y~~\ \.- .~ \ ~.I\ 122{wts ._II} .:l\..ioi..?.JJ U ""l!"":' ~~ ~ ...F"''';;

\~ y~~\ ~y.::w.\ i..?~\ i..?.JJ~\ u~)\ \~ ~ ~ .Jk> Wj ~ ~
~ .Lt\
~y="

['# uP u\~~\ ~\ t~}i\ ~] [.6]

[t~}i\o~~U-U~~J] [.6.1]

4...l~ QJ

'rj ~ J~i[J] ~\ ~ ~JL.a ~.; .:l~\ u~j ~) '1") ~jiili

W-~I\ ~\ ~. ~\ ~\ ·.C.I ~ ~m..l " ··.l.ul
~ ~ . lYl i..? c....>->:! i' .~ lY':!-' •

~ Ihl ..c·i G\ . ~~I . ohl Js. j)L.d ..c ~i G\
~. J U~ U •J <...»J lYl J I..? u~ .

[~i ~ y4, ~.J] [.6.2]

122 Ms. Es2 ·":£~I".
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~..,l.ha ua.J..;W1 l.F (".Y:! La ~ ~ fij ~\ t ~}!1 12\~=:l);/1}

~ ,- i.lA, lJ:H jA ..r- .J

[4Jc~\~~\ ~\ t~.Ji ~] [.7]

[t~.J'l1 o~ ~ (J'l~ u....::..J] [,7,1]

. ~ ..~I\ ' \ ' ,-, 'i '.1. ~ , I~ ~ ,(j La 127{~~ }
'-:? ~ ~..JA UA ..J~ U ("...J"'j UA . .r .J

~.J [B, f. 41r] ..)~I o~ ylb ~ Al".'""JI w\j~1 ~ o..H.JSj ~

~ ~I A.1a '')1 . ~ ·.11 ~' • L;;. 'i I..:' '.C. '.11 . \ - -11,.J ..J '-:? r..J~ UA c--:: U ~ ~ c.? ~..,.....

~j.J ~\ ~ ..)yt.;i )l.J ~.J~~

123 Ms. B. "~:,j".

124 Not in Ms. B.

125 In the margin in Ms. B.

126 Ms. Es2 "",~-u"il".

127 Ms. B. "~:,j".
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~~l ~\ (.)4 t.s~ J3~\ wy.&1\ .} yJJ\ U~ 0~ •
~\ .)J ~tJ\ w y.&1\ .} ~3 I> .J:U.l:l ~ (.)4

~ 3 '-7J.J.~\ ~l (.)4 t.s~ ~tJ\ .} U~3 '-7J.J.~\

.) ~~\ ~\ .)J ~\)\.}

L...~ I> ..>'U.l:l ~ (.)4 ~~\ (.)4 0.1:..\3 Js .}~ J •
.)~ 0.1:..\.J

.AJ~\ ~\ . ~\ . ...:J.J ~ ,'Li.uI.Q 4..:1A • L;; ...C ·i •
• • (..)-'Q • l..?"3 ~..r ~ U..:J-"": U

J3~\ w~\ .} I>~.JA U~ ui ~i '-7J.J.~\ .)

'-7J.J.~\ 3 ~~\ ~~ ~WI h:J\~ LF ~~ ~\)\3

~tJ\ w~\ .} I>~.JA W ~iS3 Y3~ \~

~tJ\3

128 In the margin in Ms. Es2

129 Ms. B. "~".
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~i ~\.::J\J J}ll u~1 ~ 131{o~} u~ J ~I ..) U.a ~j

.1:".11 . ~\ I,... Ihl 133{\ } ohl o~ .~ 132{ ·l.:illl}
~(.)A •• c..s-- J ~ J .0 •• 0
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o.J:!J.fl ~ ~ ~ A.:ab wbY-;l~ o:W\ ufl ~ J}ll ~ .u.a

135{\ } 1)1 (:.J\.::J\ u·· .<1\ . ~ 134{o } ..<. W ~jS
~&J ~r..r ~0~. J

"'~ ~.., '" &.

. _~ jk, j§ .ul ~I 4...J '·.1:.. • .1:.-.1\. 1.1. 11 I,... ~ ~\ Ihlr..r •.~~~ (.)A~ c..s-- •. • J

w~1 ~ [Es2 f. 47r] ~I u~ J~ .b~1 I~ o.J:!J.fl ~

y.)'JI yyJI ~ (:.J\.::J\J ~\.::JI ~ U~J ~'JI ~\ ~ &I)IJ JJ'J\

o.J:!J.fl ~ U.a ~hi ~ ~I ~ lj~\ ~i u4§4JI U~yJ\ t:ai J

~~ l.Jil:W1 ~ .u.a~ lj~1 ~yJl J~ ohlJ 1......J~ l.Jil:W1 ~

Y'J W .b~\ La \"gIb:) .u~ y.)'JI J ~'J\ ~I ue ~I ~JL.i:u.

~~\ ~ o~ WG.-., ~3'J\ ~~I ~ ~I ~ u~ ui

~I ~ u~ J {'..Ai~yJ\ U:!~ U.a hIJ Js ~ '0'1 U:!..?-'1\
.b~ La W)G. I~J U:!..?-'J\ ~~I ~ o~ Y' ufJ'JI ~~I ~

136~ rJ ~\ ~ ~ .bJy:;J1 o~ ~)hJI j~1 ~ wb~\ \j~

130 Ms. Es2 ".liJI".

13J Ms. Es2 "'Y.!'-"".

132 Ms. Es2 "l>.!:illl".

133 Ms. Es2 "IY.!'-"".

134 Ms. Es2
".Y.!'-"".

135 Ms. Es2 "IY.!'-"".

136 Crossed out in Ms. B.
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~\ .} '1.J ~\ .} '1 ..~'11.J jy.::J1 U.a p":. ~ "~ ~j

c.?.J.J.l1\ uLA)1 \~ C\~I .} ..LA~\ ~ ~\ ~Y=JI ~ 049

f'~ -...J ~LA ULA)\ 1~ ) ~ ~.J .J ~yj ue (.}'l~ p":..J

..\~'11 w\..cL... U.a o~\.J ~L.J f'L) ~.J f'~ -...J U.J~.J ~.J

B. f. ] \~ U;"'.J ~.J U\:jjLA.J w'1\ ~) .J~\ U.a ~ ~.J

~ .J ~LA ~.J 137{w'11} ~) ~tJl ~'1\ wb..,e. U.a.J [41 V

o~ ~\.J ~~.J w'1\ ~) C.Jy1\ ~ ).Jji U.a.J oj..,e. U~.J
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J ~ I~.J o.J.J.l11 0~..u~l.J ~\.J ~LA ~\ .} 138{~\}

L:.J3 ~tJ\ ySlfll ~j (.}'l4SJI ~ ~ ~ Wj "~~\ o~ w\j..,e.

C-.?- ~ .J~\ o~ ~ c.?.J.J.l1\ ULA)I \~ W~.J f'l;~\ o~ \~

~j 140. _~."'l~. ~I LA . ~ ~ 139{ L. J\ .. ~II} . LA .
~ Uy.-"-'.J lS <.J ~ U.J~.J ~.Y ~ U .J

l":.j.J ~fi~ ~l:.. U.J~.J &I.J.J~.J -:.J\; ~W.J ~Cj U~.J

. L .. _11 ~ ~\ ~ ~.II ~<\j.l1L ~I Li Uc .
~ ~.Y ~ '-? ~. f' ~ ~

:tJCj ~ ~ 'I ~ 'W ~j'",~. ~~. ~\ J\ ::0-.:'1
o~ ~.J UY c..r .J ~ ,-,..;r--J '"- ~J .Y \~

137 In the margin in Ms. B.

138 Ms. B. "~I".

139 Ms. Es2 "..,..boyl\ .J~I".

140 In Ms. B., addition in the margin crossed out: '\j"';'J".
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(.)A u ts ~~L.... U§jWJ LS..l.=..lJ ~l:;. o~ ~\J ~\.J o~ ~J

~m ~l ~\ \~lJ ~~\ ~\ uLaj ~ ~\ ~ La ~m
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~ U..J"-"'-'J cU J <.Y ~J ..» ~ J y ~.J':!"'

~l:;. U§jWJ 143{~J} 142{~\.J U§jWJ} A..:i1\:j U~J UWJ
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~
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. La -.11 -cll~ \ ..1- ~ ~ ~.1\ ~;t\ w\~ I.....9.c - \~\ 145{W\}
U y ~ r..?~ '-?" .JC ~. • J

ULa)\ -cll~ ~l) ~~ .)c ~\ ~J o..l.=..I J oy\~ ~\.»~ r..?.JJ~\

~ -cll~J o~J~ ~ (.)A ..l.=..\~\ ~~\ ~ ~\ ~ La CY- r..?.JJ~\

4::J\:j U~J ~J ~\:j U~J 146{~J} ~\.!~ ~J \~.» ~

.::~.ILJ ~~L.... - .~."l~. ~l:;. - .~."l~. -W 4..Ju\ - ~ .-'-:-l:!Y""" . U..J"-"'-'J U..J"-"''-'J U J . .J UJ~ J euwJ

141 Ms. Es2 ,.~ tl/~I". Explanation in the margin "~I tl;\ :(.J4!".

142 Not in Ms. B.

143 Not in Ms. Es2 Illegible correction in Ms. B.

144 Not in Ms. B.

145 In the margin in Ms. B.

146 Not in Ms. Es2•
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[~yJ\ ~ <;.J3~\ ~\ uLaj~] [.9]
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~~~ <;iJ\ ULa)1 ~33 .b3y:;JI o~ ~ ~.,...&1\ [42r

~ ~yJI )3~ L>-a3 \~ U~3 ~\..a:j3 4..j~)3 ~ u'}\

o:WI ~ ~ I~~ 0.J3j U3~3 6)Cj3 0.J3j 4..j~3 0.J3j u'}\

~ !j~ oAI)1 148{OjyJI} uLaj eft ~yJI 147{wlj.JC-} jjC ~

4..jLa W)tj .JA3 [Es2 f. 48r] oAI3 oyb ylyJ jjC j~\ ~m ~
~

('~I ~ ~yJI ~ ~)I .us~ ~I ~ La eft I~..:r.-. U~3

~\:j' 1 . ~j 0 :. W)tj I~' ~ ~ ~m AI JI
~ U~.J3 ~3 ~ ~ 3'»~ 3 Y

o~ ~3 ~b. o~ ~3 ~I.J U~)3 ~\:j UJl:X3 ~3

~'}13 J.#I ~ ~\ wLS~ yLa.ill1 ~.J~ ~.):JI I~ 4......jL
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147 Ms. B. ··uly:.".

148 Ms. B. "'.>c".


